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Introduction and Objectives
In the early 20th century, quantum mechanics arose aiming at explaining
some phenomena in disagreement with the predictions given by the classical
theories. This led to the so-called first quantum revolution, where sev-
eral technologies, for which the quantum theory is essential, such as lasers,
semiconductor-based transistors, superconducting magnets, etc. were devel-
oped. These devices, which have certainly revolutionized the world, require
quantum physics to explain how they work, but the codified information is
classical.
The emergence and rapid development of quantum technologies due to
the increasing interest leads us towards the second quantum revolution. A
much more precise control of the technology allows us to manipulate quan-
tum states of matter and employ quantum effects such as superposition and
entanglement to develop practical applications. We can roughly divide these
technologies into three main pillars: computation, communication and sens-
ing. This work will mainly focus on the last one, namely, quantum sensing.
In quantum sensing, we take advantage of the peculiar properties of
quantum mechanics to develop more precise measurement devices. Paradig-
matic examples are atomic clocks or atom interferometers, which do not
make use of entanglement and are already commercial devices. There are
also entanglement-based metrology devices, which promise much higher pre-
cision than the limit classically obtainable. The quantum radar is a re-
markable example of a technology which could improve the detection of the
presence of an object in space making use of quantum entanglement as a
resource, and it is based on quantum illumination [1]. The objective of this
work is to explain the concept of quantum illumination, showing its fun-
damental elements and the advantage over classical protocols for different
quantum states, both with Gaussian and non-Gaussian ones. In Chapter
1, we introduce the fundamentals of quantum illumination. After explain-
ing the phase-space formulation of quantum optics, we introduce Gaussian
states, fundamental in these protocols.
In Chapter 2, the optimal protocols in classical and quantum illumination
are explained and compared by making use of a figure of merit called signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). In this Chapter, the quantum protocol is realized with
a particularly relevant Gaussian state called two-mode squeezed state. We
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also present the concept of quantum radar and its relation with quantum
illumination.
Finally, after showing the advantage of the quantum Gaussian protocol,
we introduce in Chapter 3 a new tool called photon subtraction, an operation
that takes the Gaussian state out of this set of quantum states, which is
supposed to improve the quantum protocol’s performance [2]. Gaussian and
non-Gaussian protocols are carefully compared in order to check whether
the photon subtraction technique provides a real benefit or not.
To sum up, in this work I have understood what Gaussian states are and
the fundamentals of quantum illumination with them as the resource, as well
as to compute the performance of different protocols and to compare them.
In this process, I have deepen in the use of Mathematica, with which I have
computed the SNR of the protocols and depicted all the graphics in this




Quantum illumination is a detection scheme which takes advantage of quan-
tum entanglement to achieve enhancement, either in the error probability
or in the resources employed, over the classical protocol [3]. A remarkable
feature shown by this paradigm when compared against other quantum in-
formation applications, such as superdense coding or quantum teleportation,
is that the quantum advantage survives even in highly noisy environments,
in which quantum entanglement is a fragile property [4].
In Section 1.1, we introduce Gaussian quantum states of the quantum
harmonic oscillator, a family of quantum states commonly utilized in quan-
tum information, and specially in quantum illumination [5]. Quantum states
and observables are commonly presented as Hilbert space operators but, in
order to properly define Gaussian quantum states, we will need an alterna-
tive description, called phase-space formulation.
Finally, in Section 1.2, we present the beam splitter, a key device in
quantum optics for the generation of entanglement.
1.1 Gaussian Quantum States
Gaussian quantum states are a family of states of the quantum harmonic os-
cillator, and a essential class of quantum states in quantum information with
continuous variables, i.e. with systems with continuous physical observables.
Their relevance in quantum information is due to the fact that they are easy
to experimentally prepare and manipulate. Furthermore, their mathemati-
cal definition only depends on its first and second canonical moments, as we
will see later in its definition.
In order to properly define Gaussian states, an understanding of their
phase-space formulation is needed. This representation of states is achieved
through the Wigner-Weyl transform.
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1.1.1 Wigner-Weyl Transform
The Wigner-Weyl transform (after Eugene Wigner and Hermann Weyl)
is the relation required to depict quantum states and operators in phase-
space [6]. Characterizing operators and states in phase space implies the
conversion of an operator to a function dependent on x and p, and this is
performed through the Weyl transform.
The Weyl transform is the representation of an operator in phase-space,
and, for the 1-dimensional case, it is defined as
A˜(x, p) =
∫
e−ipy/~ 〈x+ y/2|Aˆ|x− y/2〉 dy
=
∫
e−ixq/~ 〈p+ q/2|Aˆ|p− q/2〉 dq. (1.1)
Quantum states are represented in the same manner as operators, but re-
placing the operator Aˆ by the density operator ρˆ divided by the Planck
constant. For a pure state ρˆ = |Φ〉 〈Φ|, the Wigner function is defined by
W (x, p) =
∫










e−ipy/~Φ(x+ y/2)Φ∗(x− y/2)dy. (1.2)
































A˜(x, p)B˜(x, p)dxdp. (1.4)








W (x, p)A˜(x, p)dxdp. (1.5)
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The Wigner function also provides a simple technique to obtain the prob-
ability distribution for the position as well as for the momentum. This is
achieved by projecting W (x, p) on the p-axis and x-axis respectively:
|φ(x)|2 = φ∗(x)φ(x) =
∫
W (x, p)dp, (1.6)
|φ(p)|2 = φ∗(p)φ(p) =
∫
W (x, p)dx. (1.7)
1.1.2 Gaussian State Description
Let us now define Gaussian states using the recently learnt phase-space
formulation. Given a quantum state ρˆ, the vector of first moments 〈r〉 and
the covariance matrix σij are respectively defined as
〈r〉ρ = Tr[ρrˆ], (1.8)
σij = 〈{ri, rj}〉ρ − 2 〈ri〉ρ 〈rj〉ρ , (1.9)
where r is defined as the vector of quadratures. Its dimension is 2n, with n
the number of modes in our system, i.e. the number of harmonic oscillators
involved and 2 for the quadratures x and p of each mode. In the case
of a single-mode state, rˆ = (xˆ, pˆ). Then, 〈r〉 represents a vector whose
components are the expectation values of both quadratures, 〈r〉 = (〈x〉 , 〈p〉).









is called Gaussian quantum state [7].
The evolution of a density operator under a given Hamiltonian H is
given by the relation ρˆ(t) = e−iHˆtρˆeiHˆt. In particular, we are interested in
characterizing the Hamiltonians which preserve the Gaussian structure, i.e.
which evolve Gaussian states into Gaussian states. The most general form
of a Hamiltonian which conserves the Gaussian form of the Wigner function,
























l +H.c. , (1.11)
where H.c. means Hermitian conjugate and n is the number of modes of the
system. Any Gaussian state can be obtained by evolving unitarily a thermal
state through a Hamiltonian given in Eq. 1.11, as it is shown in Ref. [8]. For
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single-mode Gaussian states, a thermal state, which is already Gaussian, is
described with the density matrix
ρth = (1− λ)
∞∑
n=0
λn |n〉〈n| , (1.12)
where λ is a real positive parameter smaller than 1. This parameter is
determined by the temperature of our system and the frequency of the pho-
tons. Thermal states are usually defined by the expected number of photons
nth = 〈N〉 = λ/(1 − λ). In the case of a single mode, Eq. 1.11 transforms
into
Hˆ1 = g
(1)aˆ† + g(3)aˆ†2 +H.c. (1.13)
This means that, from a thermal state (Eq. 1.12), we can generate any
single-mode Gaussian state by applying a unitary evolution given by Eq. 1.13.
















with both α and ξ complex parameters. Then, a general Gaussian state in
the operator representation can be written as [8]
ρˆGaussian = Dˆ(α)Sˆ(ξ)ρˆthSˆ
†(ξ)Dˆ†(α). (1.16)
To sum up, any single-mode Gaussian state can be determined by two
complex numbers, α and ξ, corresponding to the displacement and the
squeezing respectively, and the number of thermal photons, nth.
1.1.3 Graphic Representation of Gaussian States
It is very interesting and clarifying to represent different Gaussian states in
phase-space. This allows us to understand the effect of the unitary opera-
tions of displacement and squeezing when acting on any Gaussian state.
The Wigner function of the thermal state is obtained by substituting
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The thermal state is represented in Fig. 1.1a.
The width and height of the Gaussian distribution depends on the num-
ber of thermal photons, and it is centred in the origin. From now on, we will
apply unitary operations on the vacuum state |0〉〈0|, which is a particular
case of a thermal state with λ = 0. Its representation in phase-space is
therefore the narrowest among thermal states.
Applying the displacement operator given in Eq. 1.14 to a thermal
state results in a displacement of the Wigner function in phase-space in the
direction given by α. Starting from the vacuum state, we generate an state















which is represented in phase-space in Fig. 1.1b.
Regarding the squeezing operator (Eq. 1.15), it expands the distribu-
tion in a certain direction and stretches it in the perpendicular one. The








where r and φ are the modulus and phase of ξ respectively. It is represented
in Fig. 1.1c.
1.2 Beam Splitter
Quantum entanglement is a resource to exploit for different purposes, in our
case, for quantum illumination. Until now, we have focused on single-mode
operations. Let us now discuss entangling operations in two-mode systems.
There are available a wide variety of entanglement-generating devices, but
the beam splitter is the most paradigmatic device in quantum optics. We
will consider a lossless beam splitter, therefore characterized by a unitary
evolution. The transformation generated by this device can be described
in the Heisenberg picture by a linear transformation of the annihilation













where t, t′ and r, r′ are complex transmission and reflection amplitude
coefficients. They obey the constrains |r1|2+ |t1|2 = 1, |r1| = |r2| , |t1| = |t2|.
The Gaussian-preserving Hamiltonian of Eq. 1.11 for our two-mode
system contains two additional terms which were not present in the single-
mode case. One of them is ∝ aˆ†aˆ, which causes a phase shift. However, the
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 1.1: Representation in phase space (x, p) of the Wigner function of dif-
ferent states. The top graphics are 3-dimensional representations of different functions
and the bottom ones are their respective contour plots. In (a), we have plotted the Wigner
functions of a thermal state (Eq. 1.17) (orange) and a vacuum state (red), which is a ther-
mal state with λ = 0. It can be seen that the distribution widens and the height decreases
as λ increases. They are centred in the origin, (x, p) = (0, 0). Figure (d) represents the
contour plot of the Wigner function of a general thermal state. Figure (b) shows the
Wigner function of a coherent state (Eq. 1.18). It is similar to the distribution for the
vacuum state but its centre is displaced from the origin, (x, p) = (Re(α), Im(α)). The
contour plot of the function is shown in (e). The last distribution, (c), corresponds to a
squeezed vacuum state (Eq. 1.19). It is centred in the origin and its width is reduced in
a direction and increased in the perpendicular one with respect to the vacuum state. Its
contour plot is represented in Fig. (f).
interesting term is the mode mixing one, ∝ aˆ†1aˆ2 +H.c., which is precisely a
beam splitter interaction, as we will see.
In Fig. 1.2, a schematic representation of a beam splitter is shown. The
input fields are described by their respective annihilation operators aˆ1 and
aˆ2, and the output fields are described by bˆ1 and bˆ2.
The transformation held by 1.20 can be also expressed as
bˆi = BˆaˆiBˆ
†, i = 1, 2, (1.21)









The beam splitter transformation is then described by 2 parameters.
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Figure 1.2: Representation of the inputs (aˆ1, aˆ2) and outputs (bˆ1, bˆ2) of a beam
splitter. The unitary transformation generated by this device in the inputs is given by
Eq. 1.22
θ ∈ [0, pi/2] is related with the amplitude coefficients of reflection (r =
sin(θ/2)) and transmission (t = cos(θ/2)) and φ ∈ [0, pi] gives the phase






In this Chapter, we explain the quantum entanglement-assisted protocol to
detect the presence of an object. Indeed, we describe the quantum state
preparation, the modelling of the interaction with the hypothetical object
and the selection of an appropriated observable to be measured which pro-
vides an advantage with respect to the best classical protocol.
Additionally, we demonstrate the advantages of a quantum illumination
protocol. For this aim, we firstly describe the classical protocol in Sec-
tion 2.1 and the quantum one in Section 2.2. The states of quantum state
preparation and measurement will be different in both protocols, since they
are chosen in order to achieve the optimal classical and quantum protocols.
Otherwise, the comparison would not be fair. A figure of merit, the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), is calculated for both cases to have an idea of their
efficiencies. Finally, both protocols are compared in Section 2.3 identify-
ing the region of parameters in which the quantum protocol overcomes the
classical one.
The SNR, is defined as the ratio of the power of the signal received and
the power of the noise, so this gives us an idea of how much our signal









which is the ratio of the mean or expected value squared, µ2, to the variance,
σ2. In the second equality, it is expressed with respect to a given observable
Oˆ.
Finally, in Section 2.4, we will briefly introduce the quantum radar tech-
nology, a generalization quantum illumination, and perform a qualitative
comparison between the use of photons in the optical and microwave regimes.
15
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of the classical protocol for target detection. First, a coherent
state is mixed with a thermal state through a low reflectivity beam splitter. Then, the
measurement of the quadrature xˆ (Eq. 2.4) is realized. The orange arrow represents
the change produced by the beam splitter on the fields (Eq. 2.3), represented by their
respective annihilation operators.
2.1 Classical Protocol
An illumination protocol consists of three clearly distinguishable stages: the
preparation of the quantum states (resource), the interaction with the envi-
ronment and the object, and the measurement. In this Section, we describe
them in detail. For a global and schematic overview of the classical protocol,
see Fig. 2.1.
For the classical protocol, our resource is a coherent state








which is the application of the displacement operator (Eq. 1.14) to a vacuum
state |0〉. Even though the coherent state is a quantum state, it can be
considered as a classical state because the dynamics of its quadratures is
described by Maxwell equations, among other reasons [9].
Once the state is prepared in the lab, the next step is to make it interact
with the environment and the object. We model this interaction by using a
beam splitter of low reflectivity, since the target is expected to be hard to
detect, i.e. to show low reflectivity. In this step, the signal is mixed with the
environment, which is described by a thermal state (Eq. 1.12). In the case
of a highly noisy environment, our signal is surrounded by a large amount
of thermal photons (nth = λ/(1− λ) 1).
Then, we will rewrite Eq. 1.20 for our problem. Let us consider as in-
coming states the signal (aˆ) and the environment (aˆth). Among the outgoing
beams, only one of them is accessible, the one corresponding to the reflection
of the signal and the transmission of the thermal state (bˆ). Its annihilation
operator is represented as bˆ. The relation between annihilation operators is




1− η aˆth, (2.3)
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where η is the reflectivity (η = |r|2 = 1− |t|2).
Finally, we have to choose the observable for the measurement. Need-
less to say that we aim at obtaining the maximum quantity of information
from the system. In the classical case, the measurement corresponds to the
expectation value of the quadrature xˆ = 12(bˆ+ bˆ
†) [10].
As we can work in both the Schro¨dinger and the Heisenberg pictures,
we will apply the change produced by the beam splitter (Eq. 2.3) to the






η (aˆ+ aˆ†) +
√
1− η (aˆth + aˆ†th)), (2.4)
where aˆ and aˆ† act on the coherent state and aˆth and aˆ
†
th on the thermal
state.
In order to obtain the SNR, we need to calculate the expectation value
of the quadrature xˆ and of xˆ2. For the calculation of 〈xˆ〉, the following
quantities are needed:
• 〈aˆ〉 = 〈α|aˆ|α〉 = α
• 〈aˆ†〉 = 〈α|aˆ†|α〉 = α∗
• 〈aˆ†aˆ〉 = 〈α|aˆ†aˆ|α〉 = |α|2.
• 〈aˆth〉 = 〈aˆ†th〉
∗


















where |α〉 is the coherent state (Eq. 2.2) and ρˆth is the thermal density










where we have assumed without loss of generality that α ∈ <. N = |α|2 is
the expected number of photons of the coherent state.
For the calculation of 〈xˆ2〉, we need to obtain different quantities com-
prising products of the operators aˆ, aˆ†, aˆth and aˆ
†
th. We can see that the
mean value of any product of operators containing an odd number of oper-
ators in the thermal Hilbert space is 0, which simplifies the calculation. Let
us now add the remaining results:
• 〈aˆ2〉 = 〈α|aˆaˆ|α〉 = α2.
• 〈aˆ† 2〉 = 〈α|aˆ†aˆ†|α〉 = α∗ 2.
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• 〈aˆaˆ†〉 = 〈α|(aˆ†aˆ+ 1)|α〉 = |α|2 + 1.
































1− λ = nth.












= nth + 1.
By considering again α ∈ <, 〈xˆ2〉 is given by
〈xˆ2〉 = 1
4




(η(4α2 + 1) + (1− η)(2nth + 1))
= η(N + 1/4) +
1
2
(1− η)(nth + 1/2). (2.6)
Finally, we can calculate the SNR for the classical protocol by replacing
Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6 in Eq. 2.1,
SNRC =
〈x〉2
〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2 =
2Nη
(1− η)nth + 1/2 . (2.7)
2.2 Quantum Protocol
Let us now analyse the quantum protocol to afterwards compare it with the
classical one. The main steps are the same: quantum state preparation,
interaction and measurement. The key difference between both protocols
is the use of entangled states, as described below. A schematic view of the
whole quantum illumination protocol is depicted in Fig. 2.2.
Instead of using a coherent state, our resource for the quantum protocol is
the two-mode squeezed state (TMSS), since it offers an optimal performance






∗aˆ1aˆ2 |01, 02〉 = sech(r)
∞∑
n=0
[−eiφ tanh(r)]n |n1, n2〉 , (2.8)
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of the quantum illumination protocol. First, two vacuum states
squeezed in orthogonal directions are mixed through a 50:50 beam splitter. This results
in a two-mode squeezed state (TMSS) (Eq. 2.9). Then, one of the entangled modes
(signal beam) is mixed with a thermal state through a low reflectivity beam splitter,
simulating the interaction. The other one (idler beam) is kept in the lab. Finally, a joint




2, is realized, where 1 and 2 refer to each of the beams. The
orange arrow represents the change produced by the beam splitter on the fields (Eq. 2.3),
represented by their respective annihilation operators. The subindexes 1 and 2 correspond
to the signal and idler modes respectively.
where r = |ξ| and φ = Arg(ξ). In particular, we chose one experimentally
generated by mixing two squeezed vacuum states |ξ1〉 and |ξ2〉 with a 50:50
beam splitter, i.e. with the same reflection and transmission coefficients,
where ξ1 and ξ2 have the same modulus (r1 = r2) and are squeezed in
perpendicular directions (φ2 − φ1 = pi/2). The global phase φ can be set to






λn |n, n〉 , (2.9)
where λ = tanh(r) is a real positive parameter smaller than 1. Once the
state is prepared, one of the modes, that we call ”signal” (aˆ1), is sent towards
the object, whereas the other entangled mode, known as ”idler” (aˆ2), is kept
in the laboratory. The interaction with the object is once again modelled
by a low reflectivity beam splitter, exactly as in the classical protocol. The
generated transformation is the same that the one given by Eq. 2.3, but
replacing aˆ by aˆ1, to make it clear that it acts on the signal mode.
Finally, we need to choose an observable to measure and obtain the
SNR of the quantum protocol. The measurement providing us the most
information about the reflectivity, η, is the expectation value of xˆ1xˆ2 −




2 [10], where bˆ represents an annihilation operator after the
interaction with the object, and the subindexes 1 and 2 correspond to the
signal and idler modes respectively.
In the case of the mode 1 (signal), it suffers the transformation held by
Eq. 2.3. On the other hand, the idler mode is not changed at all, so bˆ2 = aˆ2.
Applying these two transformations to the desired observable, we express it
in terms of the annihilation operators of the initial states:




















1− η (aˆthaˆ2 + aˆ†thaˆ†2). (2.10)
For the calculation of the expectation value of Eq. 2.10, we will use again
that the expectation value of a thermal annihilation or creation operator is
0. Below, different needed calculations are shown:






















1− λ2 = N.
























Replacing these expressions in the expectation value of Eq. 2.10, we obtain
〈bˆ1bˆ2 + bˆ†1bˆ†2〉 = 2
√
ηN(N + 1). (2.11)
Notice that, in this case, N is the number of photons both of the idler and
the signal beams, and it is given by the parameter λ of the TMSS.
Similarly to the classical protocol, we also have to find 〈(bˆ1bˆ2 + bˆ†1bˆ†2)2〉.
For this goal, we will divide again the calculation into:


































= 2N(N + 1).
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1− λ2 + 1
]
= N(2N + 1).
Now we can compute 〈(bˆ1bˆ2 + bˆ†1bˆ†2)2〉,
〈(bˆ1bˆ2 + bˆ†1bˆ†2)2〉 = 〈(
√






1− η (aˆthaˆ2 + aˆ†thaˆ†2))2〉
= η(〈aˆ21aˆ22〉+ 〈aˆ† 21 aˆ† 22 〉+ 2 〈nˆ1nˆ2〉+ 〈nˆ1〉+ 〈nˆ2〉+ 1)+
(1− η)(2 〈nˆthnˆ2〉+ 〈nˆth〉+ 〈nˆ2〉+ 1)
= η(6N2+ 7N+1) + (1− η)(2Nnth +N+ nth + 1). (2.12)
Therefore, the quantum SNR is easily calculated by replacing Eqs. 2.11 and
2.12 in Eq. 2.1:
SNRQ =
4ηN(N + 1)
η(2N(N − nth + 1)− nth) + 2Nnth +N + nth + 1 . (2.13)
2.3 Comparison
Finally, in this Section, we will compare the classical and quantum SNR. For
the sake of fairness in the comparison, we will consider the same number
of signal photons (N) in both cases. We are interested in the region of
parameters where the performance of the quantum protocol overcomes the




(N + 1)(2nth(1− η) + 1)
(N + 1)(2ηN + 1) + (1− η)(2N + 1)nth > 1. (2.14)
Analysing this relation, we notice that in the limit N  1, the quantum
protocol does not offer any improvement. All this can also be observed in
Fig. 2.3. Solving the inequality for N , we get that it holds when
N2 +N − 1− η
2η
nth < 0. (2.15)
This equation is a parabola and it describes the crossing between surfaces
observed in Fig. 2.3. As it is convex, we are interested in the region between
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Figure 2.3: Representation of the inequality given by Eq. 2.14 (R) in terms of
the signal photons (N) and the thermal ones (nth). The orange surface represents
the ratio between the quantum and classical protocols for a low reflectivity value (η = 0.1)
and the blue surface represents the value 1 as a reference. The quantum protocol gives
better resolution when the orange surface is above the blue one.
its roots. Given thatN must be positive, we find that there is always a region
of N in which the quantum protocol improves the classical one,








which is always positive, since
1− η
η
≥ 0 ∀ η, and nth is also a positive
parameter. The maximum advantage is achieved in the limit N  1 and
in a very noisy environment, nth  1. Computing the limit of Eq. 2.14
when nth →∞ and N → 0, we obtain that the gain given by the quantum
protocol over the classical is a factor of 2.
The physical interpretation of this result is that a quantum protocol can
overcome the performance of the optimal classical one when the signal is
weak in comparison with the thermal noise.
2.4 Quantum Radar
A quantum radar is a detection technology based on quantum illumination.
It can be understood as a generalization, since quantum illumination consists
in deciding whether an object is or not in a particular point in space, whereas
in the quantum radar problem we do not know the position of the object a
priori.
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<latexit sha1_base64="W43S apHTBFTCFlpJtp6XE3qa9dM=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xb p0EyyCq5IUQZcFN91ZwV6gDWEyPWmHTi7MnGhLyKPoStSdL+IL+ DZO2yy09V99c/5/4JzfTwRXaNvfxsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRsnlQ6K k4lgzaLRSx7PlUgeARt5Cigl0igoS+g609u5373EaTicfSAswTc kI4iHnBGUY88szJAmGLWzL36ku5yz6zaNXshax2cAqqkUMszvwbD mKUhRMgEVarv2Am6GZXImYC8PEgVJJRN6Aj6GiMagnKzxe65dRHE 0sIxWIv372xGQ6Vmoa8zIcWxWvXmw/+8forBjZvxKEkRIqYj2gt SYWFszSuwhlwCQzHTQJnkekuLjamkDHVRZX2+s3rsOnTqNceuOfd X1YZTFFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGaZIWaRNGpuSFvJMP48l4Nl6Nt2V0wy j+nJI/Mj5/AEVmkj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W43S apHTBFTCFlpJtp6XE3qa9dM=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xb p0EyyCq5IUQZcFN91ZwV6gDWEyPWmHTi7MnGhLyKPoStSdL+IL+ DZO2yy09V99c/5/4JzfTwRXaNvfxsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRsnlQ6K k4lgzaLRSx7PlUgeARt5Cigl0igoS+g609u5373EaTicfSAswTc kI4iHnBGUY88szJAmGLWzL36ku5yz6zaNXshax2cAqqkUMszvwbD mKUhRMgEVarv2Am6GZXImYC8PEgVJJRN6Aj6GiMagnKzxe65dRHE 0sIxWIv372xGQ6Vmoa8zIcWxWvXmw/+8forBjZvxKEkRIqYj2gt SYWFszSuwhlwCQzHTQJnkekuLjamkDHVRZX2+s3rsOnTqNceuOfd X1YZTFFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGaZIWaRNGpuSFvJMP48l4Nl6Nt2V0wy j+nJI/Mj5/AEVmkj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W43S apHTBFTCFlpJtp6XE3qa9dM=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xb p0EyyCq5IUQZcFN91ZwV6gDWEyPWmHTi7MnGhLyKPoStSdL+IL+ DZO2yy09V99c/5/4JzfTwRXaNvfxsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRsnlQ6K k4lgzaLRSx7PlUgeARt5Cigl0igoS+g609u5373EaTicfSAswTc kI4iHnBGUY88szJAmGLWzL36ku5yz6zaNXshax2cAqqkUMszvwbD mKUhRMgEVarv2Am6GZXImYC8PEgVJJRN6Aj6GiMagnKzxe65dRHE 0sIxWIv372xGQ6Vmoa8zIcWxWvXmw/+8forBjZvxKEkRIqYj2gt SYWFszSuwhlwCQzHTQJnkekuLjamkDHVRZX2+s3rsOnTqNceuOfd X1YZTFFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGaZIWaRNGpuSFvJMP48l4Nl6Nt2V0wy j+nJI/Mj5/AEVmkj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W43S apHTBFTCFlpJtp6XE3qa9dM=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xb p0EyyCq5IUQZcFN91ZwV6gDWEyPWmHTi7MnGhLyKPoStSdL+IL+ DZO2yy09V99c/5/4JzfTwRXaNvfxsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRsnlQ6K k4lgzaLRSx7PlUgeARt5Cigl0igoS+g609u5373EaTicfSAswTc kI4iHnBGUY88szJAmGLWzL36ku5yz6zaNXshax2cAqqkUMszvwbD mKUhRMgEVarv2Am6GZXImYC8PEgVJJRN6Aj6GiMagnKzxe65dRHE 0sIxWIv372xGQ6Vmoa8zIcWxWvXmw/+8forBjZvxKEkRIqYj2gt SYWFszSuwhlwCQzHTQJnkekuLjamkDHVRZX2+s3rsOnTqNceuOfd X1YZTFFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGaZIWaRNGpuSFvJMP48l4Nl6Nt2V0wy j+nJI/Mj5/AEVmkj0=</latexit>
H2O
<latexit sha1_base64="W43SapHTBFTCFlpJtp6XE3qa9dM="> AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xbp0EyyCq5IUQZcFN91ZwV6gDWEyPWmHTi7MnGhLyKPoStSdL+IL+DZO2yy09V99c/5/4JzfTwRXaNv fxsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRsnlQ6Kk4lgzaLRSx7PlUgeARt5Cigl0igoS+g609u5373EaTicfSAswTckI4iHnBGUY88szJAmGLWzL36ku 5yz6zaNXshax2cAqqkUMszvwbDmKUhRMgEVarv2Am6GZXImYC8PEgVJJRN6Aj6GiMagnKzxe65dRHE0sIxWIv372xGQ6Vmoa8zIcWxW vXmw/+8forBjZvxKEkRIqYj2gtSYWFszSuwhlwCQzHTQJnkekuLjamkDHVRZX2+s3rsOnTqNceuOfdX1YZTFFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGaZIW aRNGpuSFvJMP48l4Nl6Nt2V0wyj+nJI/Mj5/AEVmkj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W43SapHTBFTCFlpJtp6XE3qa9dM="> AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xbp0EyyCq5IUQZcFN91ZwV6gDWEyPWmHTi7MnGhLyKPoStSdL+IL+DZO2yy09V99c/5/4JzfTwRXaNv fxsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRsnlQ6Kk4lgzaLRSx7PlUgeARt5Cigl0igoS+g609u5373EaTicfSAswTckI4iHnBGUY88szJAmGLWzL36ku 5yz6zaNXshax2cAqqkUMszvwbDmKUhRMgEVarv2Am6GZXImYC8PEgVJJRN6Aj6GiMagnKzxe65dRHE0sIxWIv372xGQ6Vmoa8zIcWxW vXmw/+8forBjZvxKEkRIqYj2gtSYWFszSuwhlwCQzHTQJnkekuLjamkDHVRZX2+s3rsOnTqNceuOfdX1YZTFFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGaZIW aRNGpuSFvJMP48l4Nl6Nt2V0wyj+nJI/Mj5/AEVmkj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W43SapHTBFTCFlpJtp6XE3qa9dM="> AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xbp0EyyCq5IUQZcFN91ZwV6gDWEyPWmHTi7MnGhLyKPoStSdL+IL+DZO2yy09V99c/5/4JzfTwRXaNv fxsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRsnlQ6Kk4lgzaLRSx7PlUgeARt5Cigl0igoS+g609u5373EaTicfSAswTckI4iHnBGUY88szJAmGLWzL36ku 5yz6zaNXshax2cAqqkUMszvwbDmKUhRMgEVarv2Am6GZXImYC8PEgVJJRN6Aj6GiMagnKzxe65dRHE0sIxWIv372xGQ6Vmoa8zIcWxW vXmw/+8forBjZvxKEkRIqYj2gtSYWFszSuwhlwCQzHTQJnkekuLjamkDHVRZX2+s3rsOnTqNceuOfdX1YZTFFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGaZIW aRNGpuSFvJMP48l4Nl6Nt2V0wyj+nJI/Mj5/AEVmkj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W43SapHTBFTCFlpJtp6XE3qa9dM="> AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xbp0EyyCq5IUQZcFN91ZwV6gDWEyPWmHTi7MnGhLyKPoStSdL+IL+DZO2yy09V99c/5/4JzfTwRXaNv fxsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRsnlQ6Kk4lgzaLRSx7PlUgeARt5Cigl0igoS+g609u5373EaTicfSAswTckI4iHnBGUY88szJAmGLWzL36ku 5yz6zaNXshax2cAqqkUMszvwbDmKUhRMgEVarv2Am6GZXImYC8PEgVJJRN6Aj6GiMagnKzxe65dRHE0sIxWIv372xGQ6Vmoa8zIcWxW vXmw/+8forBjZvxKEkRIqYj2gtSYWFszSuwhlwCQzHTQJnkekuLjamkDHVRZX2+s3rsOnTqNceuOfdX1YZTFFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGaZIW aRNGpuSFvJMP48l4Nl6Nt2V0wyj+nJI/Mj5/AEVmkj0=</latexit>
O2
<latexit sha1_base64="Ip0Z5hYj+DTLQfHWnU3Dtg24DkA="> AAAB9nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdqlm8FScFWSIuiy4MadFewF2lAm09N26OTCzIk0hL6KrkTd+SC+gG/jtAbR1n/1zfn/gXN+P5ZCo+N 8WoWNza3tneJuaW//4PDIPj5p6yhRHFo8kpHq+kyDFCG0UKCEbqyABb6Ejj+9XvidB1BaROE9pjF4ARuHYiQ4QzMa2OU+wgyz2/mgXv 1Bu+LUnKXoOrg5VEiu5sD+6A8jngQQIpdM657rxOhlTKHgEualfqIhZnzKxtAzGLIAtJctl5/T6ihSFCdAl+/f2YwFWqeBbzIBw4le9 RbD/7xegqMrLxNhnCCE3ESMN0okxYguOqBDoYCjTA0wroTZkvIJU4yjaapkzndXj12Hdr3mOjX37qLScPMiiuSUnJFz4pJL0iA3pEla hJOUPJFX8mbNrEfr2Xr5jhas/E+Z/JH1/gWxm5Jz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ip0Z5hYj+DTLQfHWnU3Dtg24DkA="> AAAB9nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdqlm8FScFWSIuiy4MadFewF2lAm09N26OTCzIk0hL6KrkTd+SC+gG/jtAbR1n/1zfn/gXN+P5ZCo+N 8WoWNza3tneJuaW//4PDIPj5p6yhRHFo8kpHq+kyDFCG0UKCEbqyABb6Ejj+9XvidB1BaROE9pjF4ARuHYiQ4QzMa2OU+wgyz2/mgXv 1Bu+LUnKXoOrg5VEiu5sD+6A8jngQQIpdM657rxOhlTKHgEualfqIhZnzKxtAzGLIAtJctl5/T6ihSFCdAl+/f2YwFWqeBbzIBw4le9 RbD/7xegqMrLxNhnCCE3ESMN0okxYguOqBDoYCjTA0wroTZkvIJU4yjaapkzndXj12Hdr3mOjX37qLScPMiiuSUnJFz4pJL0iA3pEla hJOUPJFX8mbNrEfr2Xr5jhas/E+Z/JH1/gWxm5Jz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ip0Z5hYj+DTLQfHWnU3Dtg24DkA="> AAAB9nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdqlm8FScFWSIuiy4MadFewF2lAm09N26OTCzIk0hL6KrkTd+SC+gG/jtAbR1n/1zfn/gXN+P5ZCo+N 8WoWNza3tneJuaW//4PDIPj5p6yhRHFo8kpHq+kyDFCG0UKCEbqyABb6Ejj+9XvidB1BaROE9pjF4ARuHYiQ4QzMa2OU+wgyz2/mgXv 1Bu+LUnKXoOrg5VEiu5sD+6A8jngQQIpdM657rxOhlTKHgEualfqIhZnzKxtAzGLIAtJctl5/T6ihSFCdAl+/f2YwFWqeBbzIBw4le9 RbD/7xegqMrLxNhnCCE3ESMN0okxYguOqBDoYCjTA0wroTZkvIJU4yjaapkzndXj12Hdr3mOjX37qLScPMiiuSUnJFz4pJL0iA3pEla hJOUPJFX8mbNrEfr2Xr5jhas/E+Z/JH1/gWxm5Jz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ip0Z5hYj+DTLQfHWnU3Dtg24DkA="> AAAB9nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdqlm8FScFWSIuiy4MadFewF2lAm09N26OTCzIk0hL6KrkTd+SC+gG/jtAbR1n/1zfn/gXN+P5ZCo+N 8WoWNza3tneJuaW//4PDIPj5p6yhRHFo8kpHq+kyDFCG0UKCEbqyABb6Ejj+9XvidB1BaROE9pjF4ARuHYiQ4QzMa2OU+wgyz2/mgXv 1Bu+LUnKXoOrg5VEiu5sD+6A8jngQQIpdM657rxOhlTKHgEualfqIhZnzKxtAzGLIAtJctl5/T6ihSFCdAl+/f2YwFWqeBbzIBw4le9 RbD/7xegqMrLxNhnCCE3ESMN0okxYguOqBDoYCjTA0wroTZkvIJU4yjaapkzndXj12Hdr3mOjX37qLScPMiiuSUnJFz4pJL0iA3pEla hJOUPJFX8mbNrEfr2Xr5jhas/E+Z/JH1/gWxm5Jz</latexit>
CO2
<latexit sha1_base64="rcxK4SyOtxJQ2trDfXFmDssao14="> AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlQkljESFRRXaEBGWkNHQEiTykxLLOl3VyyvmhuzUksvwpUCGg40f4Af6GS+ICEqbZ2Z1ZaXf8RHCFtv1 tbGxube/slvbK+weHR8fmSaWj4lQyaLNYxLLnUwWCR9BGjgJ6iQQa+gK6/qQ517uPIBWPowecJeCGdBTxgDOKeuSZlQHCFLNmvqx3uV f3zKpdsxew1olTkCop0PLMr8EwZmkIETJBleo7doJuRiVyJiAvD1IFCWUTOoK+phENQbnZ4vbcughiaeEYrEX/25vRUKlZ6GtPSHGsV rX58D+tn2Jw42Y8SlKEiGmL1oJUWBhb8wisIZfAUMw0oUxyfaXFxlRShjqosn7fWX12nXTqNceuOfdX1YZTBFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGuSUt 0iaMTMkLeScfxpPxbLwab0vrhlHsnJI/MD5/AEABkjg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rcxK4SyOtxJQ2trDfXFmDssao14="> AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlQkljESFRRXaEBGWkNHQEiTykxLLOl3VyyvmhuzUksvwpUCGg40f4Af6GS+ICEqbZ2Z1ZaXf8RHCFtv1 tbGxube/slvbK+weHR8fmSaWj4lQyaLNYxLLnUwWCR9BGjgJ6iQQa+gK6/qQ517uPIBWPowecJeCGdBTxgDOKeuSZlQHCFLNmvqx3uV f3zKpdsxew1olTkCop0PLMr8EwZmkIETJBleo7doJuRiVyJiAvD1IFCWUTOoK+phENQbnZ4vbcughiaeEYrEX/25vRUKlZ6GtPSHGsV rX58D+tn2Jw42Y8SlKEiGmL1oJUWBhb8wisIZfAUMw0oUxyfaXFxlRShjqosn7fWX12nXTqNceuOfdX1YZTBFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGuSUt 0iaMTMkLeScfxpPxbLwab0vrhlHsnJI/MD5/AEABkjg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rcxK4SyOtxJQ2trDfXFmDssao14="> AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlQkljESFRRXaEBGWkNHQEiTykxLLOl3VyyvmhuzUksvwpUCGg40f4Af6GS+ICEqbZ2Z1ZaXf8RHCFtv1 tbGxube/slvbK+weHR8fmSaWj4lQyaLNYxLLnUwWCR9BGjgJ6iQQa+gK6/qQ517uPIBWPowecJeCGdBTxgDOKeuSZlQHCFLNmvqx3uV f3zKpdsxew1olTkCop0PLMr8EwZmkIETJBleo7doJuRiVyJiAvD1IFCWUTOoK+phENQbnZ4vbcughiaeEYrEX/25vRUKlZ6GtPSHGsV rX58D+tn2Jw42Y8SlKEiGmL1oJUWBhb8wisIZfAUMw0oUxyfaXFxlRShjqosn7fWX12nXTqNceuOfdX1YZTBFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGuSUt 0iaMTMkLeScfxpPxbLwab0vrhlHsnJI/MD5/AEABkjg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rcxK4SyOtxJQ2trDfXFmDssao14="> AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlQkljESFRRXaEBGWkNHQEiTykxLLOl3VyyvmhuzUksvwpUCGg40f4Af6GS+ICEqbZ2Z1ZaXf8RHCFtv1 tbGxube/slvbK+weHR8fmSaWj4lQyaLNYxLLnUwWCR9BGjgJ6iQQa+gK6/qQ517uPIBWPowecJeCGdBTxgDOKeuSZlQHCFLNmvqx3uV f3zKpdsxew1olTkCop0PLMr8EwZmkIETJBleo7doJuRiVyJiAvD1IFCWUTOoK+phENQbnZ4vbcughiaeEYrEX/25vRUKlZ6GtPSHGsV rX58D+tn2Jw42Y8SlKEiGmL1oJUWBhb8wisIZfAUMw0oUxyfaXFxlRShjqosn7fWX12nXTqNceuOfdX1YZTBFEiZ+ScXBKHXJMGuSUt 0iaMTMkLeScfxpPxbLwab0vrhlHsnJI/MD5/AEABkjg=</latexit>
1GHz
<latexit sha1_base64="LRaz K05G2NLb8Bx7zTIyxz90h2c=">AAAB7HicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7 p0M5GYuCKtMdEliQtZYiJgUhoyHW5hwrTTzNwaseEtdGXUnU/jC /g2DtiFgmf1zT1nkntumEph0HW/nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/oG JVpDm2upNJ3ITMgRQJtFCjhLtXA4lBCNxxfzfzuPWgjVHKLkxSC mA0TEQnO0I58r4fwgPl183Har9bcujsXXQavgBop1OpXP3sDxbMY EuSSGeN7bopBzjQKLmFa6WUGUsbHbAi+xYTFYIJ8vvKUnkRKUxwB nb9/Z3MWGzOJQ5uJGY7Mojcb/uf5GUaXQS6SNENIuI1YL8okRUV nzelAaOAoJxYY18JuSfmIacbR3qdi63uLZZehc1b33Lp3c15reMU hyuSIHJNT4pEL0iBN0iJtwokiz+SNvDuJ8+S8OK8/0ZJT/Dkkf+ R8fAMczI6/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LRaz K05G2NLb8Bx7zTIyxz90h2c=">AAAB7HicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7 p0M5GYuCKtMdEliQtZYiJgUhoyHW5hwrTTzNwaseEtdGXUnU/jC /g2DtiFgmf1zT1nkntumEph0HW/nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/oG JVpDm2upNJ3ITMgRQJtFCjhLtXA4lBCNxxfzfzuPWgjVHKLkxSC mA0TEQnO0I58r4fwgPl183Har9bcujsXXQavgBop1OpXP3sDxbMY EuSSGeN7bopBzjQKLmFa6WUGUsbHbAi+xYTFYIJ8vvKUnkRKUxwB nb9/Z3MWGzOJQ5uJGY7Mojcb/uf5GUaXQS6SNENIuI1YL8okRUV nzelAaOAoJxYY18JuSfmIacbR3qdi63uLZZehc1b33Lp3c15reMU hyuSIHJNT4pEL0iBN0iJtwokiz+SNvDuJ8+S8OK8/0ZJT/Dkkf+ R8fAMczI6/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LRaz K05G2NLb8Bx7zTIyxz90h2c=">AAAB7HicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7 p0M5GYuCKtMdEliQtZYiJgUhoyHW5hwrTTzNwaseEtdGXUnU/jC /g2DtiFgmf1zT1nkntumEph0HW/nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/oG JVpDm2upNJ3ITMgRQJtFCjhLtXA4lBCNxxfzfzuPWgjVHKLkxSC mA0TEQnO0I58r4fwgPl183Har9bcujsXXQavgBop1OpXP3sDxbMY EuSSGeN7bopBzjQKLmFa6WUGUsbHbAi+xYTFYIJ8vvKUnkRKUxwB nb9/Z3MWGzOJQ5uJGY7Mojcb/uf5GUaXQS6SNENIuI1YL8okRUV nzelAaOAoJxYY18JuSfmIacbR3qdi63uLZZehc1b33Lp3c15reMU hyuSIHJNT4pEL0iBN0iJtwokiz+SNvDuJ8+S8OK8/0ZJT/Dkkf+ R8fAMczI6/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LRaz K05G2NLb8Bx7zTIyxz90h2c=">AAAB7HicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7 p0M5GYuCKtMdEliQtZYiJgUhoyHW5hwrTTzNwaseEtdGXUnU/jC /g2DtiFgmf1zT1nkntumEph0HW/nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/oG JVpDm2upNJ3ITMgRQJtFCjhLtXA4lBCNxxfzfzuPWgjVHKLkxSC mA0TEQnO0I58r4fwgPl183Har9bcujsXXQavgBop1OpXP3sDxbMY EuSSGeN7bopBzjQKLmFa6WUGUsbHbAi+xYTFYIJ8vvKUnkRKUxwB nb9/Z3MWGzOJQ5uJGY7Mojcb/uf5GUaXQS6SNENIuI1YL8okRUV nzelAaOAoJxYY18JuSfmIacbR3qdi63uLZZehc1b33Lp3c15reMU hyuSIHJNT4pEL0iBN0iJtwokiz+SNvDuJ8+S8OK8/0ZJT/Dkkf+ R8fAMczI6/</latexit>
10GHz
<latexit sha1_base64="CqMR 5a7lLH2Q/9cCLpVN30Bhv+Y=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7 p000hMXJGOMdEliQtZYiJgQhsyHW5hwrTTzNwaseExdGXUnS/jC /g2DtiFgmf1zT1nkntumEph0PO+nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/oG JVpDm2upNJ3ITMgRQJtFCjhLtXA4lBCNxxfzfzuPWgjVHKLkxSC mA0TEQnO0I586vkID5hfNx+n/WrNq3tzuctAC6iRQq1+9dMfKJ7F kCCXzJge9VIMcqZRcAnTip8ZSBkfsyH0LCYsBhPk852n7kmktIsj cOfv39mcxcZM4tBmYoYjs+jNhv95vQyjyyAXSZohJNxGrBdl0kX lzqq7A6GBo5xYYFwLu6XLR0wzjvZAFVufLpZdhs5ZnXp1enNea9D iEGVyRI7JKaHkgjRIk7RIm3CSkmfyRt4d5Tw5L87rT7TkFH8OyR 85H9+Lb475</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CqMR 5a7lLH2Q/9cCLpVN30Bhv+Y=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7 p000hMXJGOMdEliQtZYiJgQhsyHW5hwrTTzNwaseExdGXUnS/jC /g2DtiFgmf1zT1nkntumEph0PO+nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/oG JVpDm2upNJ3ITMgRQJtFCjhLtXA4lBCNxxfzfzuPWgjVHKLkxSC mA0TEQnO0I586vkID5hfNx+n/WrNq3tzuctAC6iRQq1+9dMfKJ7F kCCXzJge9VIMcqZRcAnTip8ZSBkfsyH0LCYsBhPk852n7kmktIsj cOfv39mcxcZM4tBmYoYjs+jNhv95vQyjyyAXSZohJNxGrBdl0kX lzqq7A6GBo5xYYFwLu6XLR0wzjvZAFVufLpZdhs5ZnXp1enNea9D iEGVyRI7JKaHkgjRIk7RIm3CSkmfyRt4d5Tw5L87rT7TkFH8OyR 85H9+Lb475</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CqMR 5a7lLH2Q/9cCLpVN30Bhv+Y=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7 p000hMXJGOMdEliQtZYiJgQhsyHW5hwrTTzNwaseExdGXUnS/jC /g2DtiFgmf1zT1nkntumEph0PO+nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/oG JVpDm2upNJ3ITMgRQJtFCjhLtXA4lBCNxxfzfzuPWgjVHKLkxSC mA0TEQnO0I586vkID5hfNx+n/WrNq3tzuctAC6iRQq1+9dMfKJ7F kCCXzJge9VIMcqZRcAnTip8ZSBkfsyH0LCYsBhPk852n7kmktIsj cOfv39mcxcZM4tBmYoYjs+jNhv95vQyjyyAXSZohJNxGrBdl0kX lzqq7A6GBo5xYYFwLu6XLR0wzjvZAFVufLpZdhs5ZnXp1enNea9D iEGVyRI7JKaHkgjRIk7RIm3CSkmfyRt4d5Tw5L87rT7TkFH8OyR 85H9+Lb475</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CqMR 5a7lLH2Q/9cCLpVN30Bhv+Y=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7 p000hMXJGOMdEliQtZYiJgQhsyHW5hwrTTzNwaseExdGXUnS/jC /g2DtiFgmf1zT1nkntumEph0PO+nNLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/oG JVpDm2upNJ3ITMgRQJtFCjhLtXA4lBCNxxfzfzuPWgjVHKLkxSC mA0TEQnO0I586vkID5hfNx+n/WrNq3tzuctAC6iRQq1+9dMfKJ7F kCCXzJge9VIMcqZRcAnTip8ZSBkfsyH0LCYsBhPk852n7kmktIsj cOfv39mcxcZM4tBmYoYjs+jNhv95vQyjyyAXSZohJNxGrBdl0kX lzqq7A6GBo5xYYFwLu6XLR0wzjvZAFVufLpZdhs5ZnXp1enNea9D iEGVyRI7JKaHkgjRIk7RIm3CSkmfyRt4d5Tw5L87rT7TkFH8OyR 85H9+Lb475</latexit>
100GHz
<latexit sha1_base64="ej9+eDP7iFeTM1oJ5R5YNB+UOe8="> AAAB7nicbZDLTgIxFIY7eEO8oS7dTCQmrkhrTHRJ4kKWmMglgQnplDPQ0LnYnjHihNfQlVF3Powv4NtYcBYK/quv5/+bnP/4iZIGKf1 yCiura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bl4lQLaIpYxbrjcwNKRtBEiQo6iQYe+gra/vhq5rfvQRsZR7c4ScAL+TCSgRQc7chjlPYQHjC7rj9O++ UKrdK53GVgOVRIrka//NkbxCINIUKhuDFdRhP0Mq5RCgXTUi81kHAx5kPoWox4CMbL5ktP3ZMg1i6OwJ2/f2czHhozCX2bCTmOzKI3G /7ndVMMLr1MRkmKEAkbsV6QKhdjd9bdHUgNAtXEAhda2i1dMeKaC7QXKtn6bLHsMrTOqoxW2c15pcbyQxTJETkmp4SRC1IjddIgTSLI HXkmb+TdSZwn58V5/YkWnPzPIfkj5+Mb+kSPMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ej9+eDP7iFeTM1oJ5R5YNB+UOe8="> AAAB7nicbZDLTgIxFIY7eEO8oS7dTCQmrkhrTHRJ4kKWmMglgQnplDPQ0LnYnjHihNfQlVF3Powv4NtYcBYK/quv5/+bnP/4iZIGKf1 yCiura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bl4lQLaIpYxbrjcwNKRtBEiQo6iQYe+gra/vhq5rfvQRsZR7c4ScAL+TCSgRQc7chjlPYQHjC7rj9O++ UKrdK53GVgOVRIrka//NkbxCINIUKhuDFdRhP0Mq5RCgXTUi81kHAx5kPoWox4CMbL5ktP3ZMg1i6OwJ2/f2czHhozCX2bCTmOzKI3G /7ndVMMLr1MRkmKEAkbsV6QKhdjd9bdHUgNAtXEAhda2i1dMeKaC7QXKtn6bLHsMrTOqoxW2c15pcbyQxTJETkmp4SRC1IjddIgTSLI HXkmb+TdSZwn58V5/YkWnPzPIfkj5+Mb+kSPMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ej9+eDP7iFeTM1oJ5R5YNB+UOe8="> AAAB7nicbZDLTgIxFIY7eEO8oS7dTCQmrkhrTHRJ4kKWmMglgQnplDPQ0LnYnjHihNfQlVF3Powv4NtYcBYK/quv5/+bnP/4iZIGKf1 yCiura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bl4lQLaIpYxbrjcwNKRtBEiQo6iQYe+gra/vhq5rfvQRsZR7c4ScAL+TCSgRQc7chjlPYQHjC7rj9O++ UKrdK53GVgOVRIrka//NkbxCINIUKhuDFdRhP0Mq5RCgXTUi81kHAx5kPoWox4CMbL5ktP3ZMg1i6OwJ2/f2czHhozCX2bCTmOzKI3G /7ndVMMLr1MRkmKEAkbsV6QKhdjd9bdHUgNAtXEAhda2i1dMeKaC7QXKtn6bLHsMrTOqoxW2c15pcbyQxTJETkmp4SRC1IjddIgTSLI HXkmb+TdSZwn58V5/YkWnPzPIfkj5+Mb+kSPMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ej9+eDP7iFeTM1oJ5R5YNB+UOe8="> AAAB7nicbZDLTgIxFIY7eEO8oS7dTCQmrkhrTHRJ4kKWmMglgQnplDPQ0LnYnjHihNfQlVF3Powv4NtYcBYK/quv5/+bnP/4iZIGKf1 yCiura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bl4lQLaIpYxbrjcwNKRtBEiQo6iQYe+gra/vhq5rfvQRsZR7c4ScAL+TCSgRQc7chjlPYQHjC7rj9O++ UKrdK53GVgOVRIrka//NkbxCINIUKhuDFdRhP0Mq5RCgXTUi81kHAx5kPoWox4CMbL5ktP3ZMg1i6OwJ2/f2czHhozCX2bCTmOzKI3G /7ndVMMLr1MRkmKEAkbsV6QKhdjd9bdHUgNAtXEAhda2i1dMeKaC7QXKtn6bLHsMrTOqoxW2c15pcbyQxTJETkmp4SRC1IjddIgTSLI HXkmb+TdSZwn58V5/YkWnPzPIfkj5+Mb+kSPMw==</latexit>
1THz
<latexit sha1_base64="bZZnPVqvlbyyi1ZgYTqv2uNOt+E="> AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZmIoMuCmy4r9AbToWTSM21o5kJyRqxD30JXou58Gl/AtzGts9DWf/Xl/H/g/CdIlTToul/ O2vrG5tZ2aae8u7d/cFg5Ou6YJNMC2iJRie4F3ICSMbRRooJeqoFHgYJuMLmd+9170EYmcQunKfgRH8UylIKjHXmsj/CAeavxOBtUqm 7NXYiuAiugSgo1B5XP/jARWQQxCsWN8Zibop9zjVIomJX7mYGUiwkfgWcx5hEYP1+sPKPnYaIpjoEu3r+zOY+MmUaBzUQcx2bZmw//8 7wMwxs/l3GaIcTCRqwXZopiQufN6VBqEKimFrjQ0m5JxZhrLtDep2zrs+Wyq9C5rDG3xu6uqnVWHKJETskZuSCMXJM6aZAmaRNBEvJM 3si7EztPzovz+hNdc4o/J+SPnI9vMFmOzA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bZZnPVqvlbyyi1ZgYTqv2uNOt+E="> AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZmIoMuCmy4r9AbToWTSM21o5kJyRqxD30JXou58Gl/AtzGts9DWf/Xl/H/g/CdIlTToul/ O2vrG5tZ2aae8u7d/cFg5Ou6YJNMC2iJRie4F3ICSMbRRooJeqoFHgYJuMLmd+9170EYmcQunKfgRH8UylIKjHXmsj/CAeavxOBtUqm 7NXYiuAiugSgo1B5XP/jARWQQxCsWN8Zibop9zjVIomJX7mYGUiwkfgWcx5hEYP1+sPKPnYaIpjoEu3r+zOY+MmUaBzUQcx2bZmw//8 7wMwxs/l3GaIcTCRqwXZopiQufN6VBqEKimFrjQ0m5JxZhrLtDep2zrs+Wyq9C5rDG3xu6uqnVWHKJETskZuSCMXJM6aZAmaRNBEvJM 3si7EztPzovz+hNdc4o/J+SPnI9vMFmOzA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bZZnPVqvlbyyi1ZgYTqv2uNOt+E="> AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZmIoMuCmy4r9AbToWTSM21o5kJyRqxD30JXou58Gl/AtzGts9DWf/Xl/H/g/CdIlTToul/ O2vrG5tZ2aae8u7d/cFg5Ou6YJNMC2iJRie4F3ICSMbRRooJeqoFHgYJuMLmd+9170EYmcQunKfgRH8UylIKjHXmsj/CAeavxOBtUqm 7NXYiuAiugSgo1B5XP/jARWQQxCsWN8Zibop9zjVIomJX7mYGUiwkfgWcx5hEYP1+sPKPnYaIpjoEu3r+zOY+MmUaBzUQcx2bZmw//8 7wMwxs/l3GaIcTCRqwXZopiQufN6VBqEKimFrjQ0m5JxZhrLtDep2zrs+Wyq9C5rDG3xu6uqnVWHKJETskZuSCMXJM6aZAmaRNBEvJM 3si7EztPzovz+hNdc4o/J+SPnI9vMFmOzA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bZZnPVqvlbyyi1ZgYTqv2uNOt+E="> AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZmIoMuCmy4r9AbToWTSM21o5kJyRqxD30JXou58Gl/AtzGts9DWf/Xl/H/g/CdIlTToul/ O2vrG5tZ2aae8u7d/cFg5Ou6YJNMC2iJRie4F3ICSMbRRooJeqoFHgYJuMLmd+9170EYmcQunKfgRH8UylIKjHXmsj/CAeavxOBtUqm 7NXYiuAiugSgo1B5XP/jARWQQxCsWN8Zibop9zjVIomJX7mYGUiwkfgWcx5hEYP1+sPKPnYaIpjoEu3r+zOY+MmUaBzUQcx2bZmw//8 7wMwxs/l3GaIcTCRqwXZopiQufN6VBqEKimFrjQ0m5JxZhrLtDep2zrs+Wyq9C5rDG3xu6uqnVWHKJETskZuSCMXJM6aZAmaRNBEvJM 3si7EztPzovz+hNdc4o/J+SPnI9vMFmOzA==</latexit>
10THz
<latexit sha1_base64="DqCwIgQuirh/c8K9XSlH94Pb78k="> AAAB7XicbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb6V3XpZrAIrkoigi4Lbrqs0D9oQplMb9qhk0yYuRFr6GPoStSdL+ML+DZOaxbaelbf3HMG7rlhKoVB1/1 y1tY3Nre2Szvl3b39g8PK0XHHqExzaHMlle6FzIAUCbRRoIReqoHFoYRuOLmd+9170EaopIXTFIKYjRIRCc7QjnzP9REeMG81HmeDSt WtuQvRVfAKqJJCzUHl0x8qnsWQIJfMmL7nphjkTKPgEmZlPzOQMj5hI+hbTFgMJsgXO8/oeaQ0xTHQxft3NmexMdM4tJmY4dgse/Phf 14/w+gmyEWSZggJtxHrRZmkqOi8Oh0KDRzl1ALjWtgtKR8zzTjaA5VtfW+57Cp0LmueW/Purqp1rzhEiZySM3JBPHJN6qRBmqRNOEnJ M3kj745ynpwX5/UnuuYUf07IHzkf3578jwY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DqCwIgQuirh/c8K9XSlH94Pb78k="> AAAB7XicbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb6V3XpZrAIrkoigi4Lbrqs0D9oQplMb9qhk0yYuRFr6GPoStSdL+ML+DZOaxbaelbf3HMG7rlhKoVB1/1 y1tY3Nre2Szvl3b39g8PK0XHHqExzaHMlle6FzIAUCbRRoIReqoHFoYRuOLmd+9170EaopIXTFIKYjRIRCc7QjnzP9REeMG81HmeDSt WtuQvRVfAKqJJCzUHl0x8qnsWQIJfMmL7nphjkTKPgEmZlPzOQMj5hI+hbTFgMJsgXO8/oeaQ0xTHQxft3NmexMdM4tJmY4dgse/Phf 14/w+gmyEWSZggJtxHrRZmkqOi8Oh0KDRzl1ALjWtgtKR8zzTjaA5VtfW+57Cp0LmueW/Purqp1rzhEiZySM3JBPHJN6qRBmqRNOEnJ M3kj745ynpwX5/UnuuYUf07IHzkf3578jwY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DqCwIgQuirh/c8K9XSlH94Pb78k="> AAAB7XicbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb6V3XpZrAIrkoigi4Lbrqs0D9oQplMb9qhk0yYuRFr6GPoStSdL+ML+DZOaxbaelbf3HMG7rlhKoVB1/1 y1tY3Nre2Szvl3b39g8PK0XHHqExzaHMlle6FzIAUCbRRoIReqoHFoYRuOLmd+9170EaopIXTFIKYjRIRCc7QjnzP9REeMG81HmeDSt WtuQvRVfAKqJJCzUHl0x8qnsWQIJfMmL7nphjkTKPgEmZlPzOQMj5hI+hbTFgMJsgXO8/oeaQ0xTHQxft3NmexMdM4tJmY4dgse/Phf 14/w+gmyEWSZggJtxHrRZmkqOi8Oh0KDRzl1ALjWtgtKR8zzTjaA5VtfW+57Cp0LmueW/Purqp1rzhEiZySM3JBPHJN6qRBmqRNOEnJ M3kj745ynpwX5/UnuuYUf07IHzkf3578jwY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DqCwIgQuirh/c8K9XSlH94Pb78k="> AAAB7XicbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb6V3XpZrAIrkoigi4Lbrqs0D9oQplMb9qhk0yYuRFr6GPoStSdL+ML+DZOaxbaelbf3HMG7rlhKoVB1/1 y1tY3Nre2Szvl3b39g8PK0XHHqExzaHMlle6FzIAUCbRRoIReqoHFoYRuOLmd+9170EaopIXTFIKYjRIRCc7QjnzP9REeMG81HmeDSt WtuQvRVfAKqJJCzUHl0x8qnsWQIJfMmL7nphjkTKPgEmZlPzOQMj5hI+hbTFgMJsgXO8/oeaQ0xTHQxft3NmexMdM4tJmY4dgse/Phf 14/w+gmyEWSZggJtxHrRZmkqOi8Oh0KDRzl1ALjWtgtKR8zzTjaA5VtfW+57Cp0LmueW/Purqp1rzhEiZySM3JBPHJN6qRBmqRNOEnJ M3kj745ynpwX5/UnuuYUf07IHzkf3578jwY=</latexit>
100THz
<latexit sha1_base64="Yh/KE+bntYbelm0a96sr2QwCtLk="> AAAB7nicbZDLTgIxFIY7eEO8oS7dTCQmrkhrTHRJ4oYlJtwSmJBOOQMNnYvtGSNOeA1dGXXnw/gCvo0FZ6Hgv/p6/r/J+Y+fKGmQ0i+ nsLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH5QPj9omTrWAlohVrLs+N6BkBC2UqKCbaOChr6DjT27mfucetJFx1MRpAl7IR5EMpOBoRx6jtI/wgFmz/jgblC u0ShdyV4HlUCG5GoPyZ38YizSECIXixvQYTdDLuEYpFMxK/dRAwsWEj6BnMeIhGC9bLD1zz4JYuzgGd/H+nc14aMw09G0m5Dg2y958+ J/XSzG49jIZJSlCJGzEekGqXIzdeXd3KDUIVFMLXGhpt3TFmGsu0F6oZOuz5bKr0L6oMlplt5eVGssPUSQn5JScE0auSI3USYO0iCB3 5Jm8kXcncZ6cF+f1J1pw8j/H5I+cj28N4I9A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yh/KE+bntYbelm0a96sr2QwCtLk="> AAAB7nicbZDLTgIxFIY7eEO8oS7dTCQmrkhrTHRJ4oYlJtwSmJBOOQMNnYvtGSNOeA1dGXXnw/gCvo0FZ6Hgv/p6/r/J+Y+fKGmQ0i+ nsLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH5QPj9omTrWAlohVrLs+N6BkBC2UqKCbaOChr6DjT27mfucetJFx1MRpAl7IR5EMpOBoRx6jtI/wgFmz/jgblC u0ShdyV4HlUCG5GoPyZ38YizSECIXixvQYTdDLuEYpFMxK/dRAwsWEj6BnMeIhGC9bLD1zz4JYuzgGd/H+nc14aMw09G0m5Dg2y958+ J/XSzG49jIZJSlCJGzEekGqXIzdeXd3KDUIVFMLXGhpt3TFmGsu0F6oZOuz5bKr0L6oMlplt5eVGssPUSQn5JScE0auSI3USYO0iCB3 5Jm8kXcncZ6cF+f1J1pw8j/H5I+cj28N4I9A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yh/KE+bntYbelm0a96sr2QwCtLk="> AAAB7nicbZDLTgIxFIY7eEO8oS7dTCQmrkhrTHRJ4oYlJtwSmJBOOQMNnYvtGSNOeA1dGXXnw/gCvo0FZ6Hgv/p6/r/J+Y+fKGmQ0i+ nsLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH5QPj9omTrWAlohVrLs+N6BkBC2UqKCbaOChr6DjT27mfucetJFx1MRpAl7IR5EMpOBoRx6jtI/wgFmz/jgblC u0ShdyV4HlUCG5GoPyZ38YizSECIXixvQYTdDLuEYpFMxK/dRAwsWEj6BnMeIhGC9bLD1zz4JYuzgGd/H+nc14aMw09G0m5Dg2y958+ J/XSzG49jIZJSlCJGzEekGqXIzdeXd3KDUIVFMLXGhpt3TFmGsu0F6oZOuz5bKr0L6oMlplt5eVGssPUSQn5JScE0auSI3USYO0iCB3 5Jm8kXcncZ6cF+f1J1pw8j/H5I+cj28N4I9A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yh/KE+bntYbelm0a96sr2QwCtLk="> AAAB7nicbZDLTgIxFIY7eEO8oS7dTCQmrkhrTHRJ4oYlJtwSmJBOOQMNnYvtGSNOeA1dGXXnw/gCvo0FZ6Hgv/p6/r/J+Y+fKGmQ0i+ nsLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH5QPj9omTrWAlohVrLs+N6BkBC2UqKCbaOChr6DjT27mfucetJFx1MRpAl7IR5EMpOBoRx6jtI/wgFmz/jgblC u0ShdyV4HlUCG5GoPyZ38YizSECIXixvQYTdDLuEYpFMxK/dRAwsWEj6BnMeIhGC9bLD1zz4JYuzgGd/H+nc14aMw09G0m5Dg2y958+ J/XSzG49jIZJSlCJGzEekGqXIzdeXd3KDUIVFMLXGhpt3TFmGsu0F6oZOuz5bKr0L6oMlplt5eVGssPUSQn5JScE0auSI3USYO0iCB3 5Jm8kXcncZ6cF+f1J1pw8j/H5I+cj28N4I9A</latexit>
1PHz
<latexit sha1_base64="NW+l4X4jfImeOELUjJb2SCgc+H8="> AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIrspEBF0W3HRZwV5gOpRMeqYNzVxIzoh16FvoStSdT+ML+DamdRba+q++nP8PnP8EqZIGXff LKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OOSTItoC0SlehewA0oGUMbJSropRp4FCjoBpObud+9B21kEt/hNAU/4qNYhlJwtCOP9REeMG81H2eDas 2tuwvRVWAF1Eih1qD62R8mIosgRqG4MR5zU/RzrlEKBbNKPzOQcjHhI/AsxjwC4+eLlWf0LEw0xTHQxft3NueRMdMosJmI49gse/Phf 56XYXjt5zJOM4RY2Ij1wkxRTOi8OR1KDQLV1AIXWtotqRhzzQXa+1RsfbZcdhU6F3Xm1tntZa3BikOUyQk5JeeEkSvSIE3SIm0iSEKe yRt5d2LnyXlxXn+iJaf4c0z+yPn4BipVjsg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NW+l4X4jfImeOELUjJb2SCgc+H8="> AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIrspEBF0W3HRZwV5gOpRMeqYNzVxIzoh16FvoStSdT+ML+DamdRba+q++nP8PnP8EqZIGXff LKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OOSTItoC0SlehewA0oGUMbJSropRp4FCjoBpObud+9B21kEt/hNAU/4qNYhlJwtCOP9REeMG81H2eDas 2tuwvRVWAF1Eih1qD62R8mIosgRqG4MR5zU/RzrlEKBbNKPzOQcjHhI/AsxjwC4+eLlWf0LEw0xTHQxft3NueRMdMosJmI49gse/Phf 56XYXjt5zJOM4RY2Ij1wkxRTOi8OR1KDQLV1AIXWtotqRhzzQXa+1RsfbZcdhU6F3Xm1tntZa3BikOUyQk5JeeEkSvSIE3SIm0iSEKe yRt5d2LnyXlxXn+iJaf4c0z+yPn4BipVjsg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NW+l4X4jfImeOELUjJb2SCgc+H8="> AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIrspEBF0W3HRZwV5gOpRMeqYNzVxIzoh16FvoStSdT+ML+DamdRba+q++nP8PnP8EqZIGXff LKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OOSTItoC0SlehewA0oGUMbJSropRp4FCjoBpObud+9B21kEt/hNAU/4qNYhlJwtCOP9REeMG81H2eDas 2tuwvRVWAF1Eih1qD62R8mIosgRqG4MR5zU/RzrlEKBbNKPzOQcjHhI/AsxjwC4+eLlWf0LEw0xTHQxft3NueRMdMosJmI49gse/Phf 56XYXjt5zJOM4RY2Ij1wkxRTOi8OR1KDQLV1AIXWtotqRhzzQXa+1RsfbZcdhU6F3Xm1tntZa3BikOUyQk5JeeEkSvSIE3SIm0iSEKe yRt5d2LnyXlxXn+iJaf4c0z+yPn4BipVjsg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NW+l4X4jfImeOELUjJb2SCgc+H8="> AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIrspEBF0W3HRZwV5gOpRMeqYNzVxIzoh16FvoStSdT+ML+DamdRba+q++nP8PnP8EqZIGXff LKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OOSTItoC0SlehewA0oGUMbJSropRp4FCjoBpObud+9B21kEt/hNAU/4qNYhlJwtCOP9REeMG81H2eDas 2tuwvRVWAF1Eih1qD62R8mIosgRqG4MR5zU/RzrlEKBbNKPzOQcjHhI/AsxjwC4+eLlWf0LEw0xTHQxft3NueRMdMosJmI49gse/Phf 56XYXjt5zJOM4RY2Ij1wkxRTOi8OR1KDQLV1AIXWtotqRhzzQXa+1RsfbZcdhU6F3Xm1tntZa3BikOUyQk5JeeEkSvSIE3SIm0iSEKe yRt5d2LnyXlxXn+iJaf4c0z+yPn4BipVjsg=</latexit>
10 2
<latexit sha1_base64="Ln0V rmyLtQSPnMLkbOncEks6y1g=">AAAB6HicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhr p000hM3EimhESXJG5cYiKXBEbSKWeg0rmk7ZiQCe+gK6PufB5fw Lex4CwU/Fdfz/83Of/xEym0cd0vp7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD4/aO k4VxxaPZay6PtMoRYQtI4zEbqKQhb7Ejj+5nvudR1RaxNGdmSbo hWwUiUBwZuyoQ9377KI2G5QrbtVdiKwCzaECuZqD8md/GPM0xMhw ybTuUTcxXsaUEVzirNRPNSaMT9gIexYjFqL2ssW6M3IWxIqYMZLF +3c2Y6HW09C3mZCZsV725sP/vF5qgisvE1GSGoy4jVgvSCUxMZm 3JkOhkBs5tcC4EnZLwsdMMW7sbUq2Pl0uuwrtWpW6VXpbrzRofog inMApnAOFS2jADTShBRwm8Axv8O48OE/Oi/P6Ey04+Z9j+CPn4x si+Yxa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ln0V rmyLtQSPnMLkbOncEks6y1g=">AAAB6HicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhr p000hM3EimhESXJG5cYiKXBEbSKWeg0rmk7ZiQCe+gK6PufB5fw Lex4CwU/Fdfz/83Of/xEym0cd0vp7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD4/aO k4VxxaPZay6PtMoRYQtI4zEbqKQhb7Ejj+5nvudR1RaxNGdmSbo hWwUiUBwZuyoQ9377KI2G5QrbtVdiKwCzaECuZqD8md/GPM0xMhw ybTuUTcxXsaUEVzirNRPNSaMT9gIexYjFqL2ssW6M3IWxIqYMZLF +3c2Y6HW09C3mZCZsV725sP/vF5qgisvE1GSGoy4jVgvSCUxMZm 3JkOhkBs5tcC4EnZLwsdMMW7sbUq2Pl0uuwrtWpW6VXpbrzRofog inMApnAOFS2jADTShBRwm8Axv8O48OE/Oi/P6Ey04+Z9j+CPn4x si+Yxa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ln0V rmyLtQSPnMLkbOncEks6y1g=">AAAB6HicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhr p000hM3EimhESXJG5cYiKXBEbSKWeg0rmk7ZiQCe+gK6PufB5fw Lex4CwU/Fdfz/83Of/xEym0cd0vp7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD4/aO k4VxxaPZay6PtMoRYQtI4zEbqKQhb7Ejj+5nvudR1RaxNGdmSbo hWwUiUBwZuyoQ9377KI2G5QrbtVdiKwCzaECuZqD8md/GPM0xMhw ybTuUTcxXsaUEVzirNRPNSaMT9gIexYjFqL2ssW6M3IWxIqYMZLF +3c2Y6HW09C3mZCZsV725sP/vF5qgisvE1GSGoy4jVgvSCUxMZm 3JkOhkBs5tcC4EnZLwsdMMW7sbUq2Pl0uuwrtWpW6VXpbrzRofog inMApnAOFS2jADTShBRwm8Axv8O48OE/Oi/P6Ey04+Z9j+CPn4x si+Yxa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ln0V rmyLtQSPnMLkbOncEks6y1g=">AAAB6HicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhr p000hM3EimhESXJG5cYiKXBEbSKWeg0rmk7ZiQCe+gK6PufB5fw Lex4CwU/Fdfz/83Of/xEym0cd0vp7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD4/aO k4VxxaPZay6PtMoRYQtI4zEbqKQhb7Ejj+5nvudR1RaxNGdmSbo hWwUiUBwZuyoQ9377KI2G5QrbtVdiKwCzaECuZqD8md/GPM0xMhw ybTuUTcxXsaUEVzirNRPNSaMT9gIexYjFqL2ssW6M3IWxIqYMZLF +3c2Y6HW09C3mZCZsV725sP/vF5qgisvE1GSGoy4jVgvSCUxMZm 3JkOhkBs5tcC4EnZLwsdMMW7sbUq2Pl0uuwrtWpW6VXpbrzRofog inMApnAOFS2jADTShBRwm8Axv8O48OE/Oi/P6Ey04+Z9j+CPn4x si+Yxa</latexit>
10 1
<latexit sha1_base64="5jLE Y4Fa6tWzWimfoHOoSZDbOfE=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6 pLN8EiuLFMRNBlwY3LCvYC7Vgy6Zk2NnMhyQhlmHfQlag7n8cX8 G1M6yy09V99Of8fOP/xEym0cd0vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aO k4VxxaPZay6PtMoRYQtI4zEbqKQhb7Ejj+5nvmdR1RaxNGdmSbo hWwUiUBwZuyoQ9377Izmg2rNrbtzkWWgBdSgUHNQ/ewPY56GGBku mdY96ibGy5gygkvMK/1UY8L4hI2wZzFiIWovm6+bk5MgVsSMkczf v7MZC7Wehr7NhMyM9aI3G/7n9VITXHmZiJLUYMRtxHpBKomJyaw 1GQqF3MipBcaVsFsSPmaKcWNvU7H16WLZZWif16lbp7cXtQYtDlG GIziGU6BwCQ24gSa0gMMEnuEN3p0H58l5cV5/oiWn+HMIf+R8fA MheoxZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5jLE Y4Fa6tWzWimfoHOoSZDbOfE=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6 pLN8EiuLFMRNBlwY3LCvYC7Vgy6Zk2NnMhyQhlmHfQlag7n8cX8 G1M6yy09V99Of8fOP/xEym0cd0vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aO k4VxxaPZay6PtMoRYQtI4zEbqKQhb7Ejj+5nvmdR1RaxNGdmSbo hWwUiUBwZuyoQ9377Izmg2rNrbtzkWWgBdSgUHNQ/ewPY56GGBku mdY96ibGy5gygkvMK/1UY8L4hI2wZzFiIWovm6+bk5MgVsSMkczf v7MZC7Wehr7NhMyM9aI3G/7n9VITXHmZiJLUYMRtxHpBKomJyaw 1GQqF3MipBcaVsFsSPmaKcWNvU7H16WLZZWif16lbp7cXtQYtDlG GIziGU6BwCQ24gSa0gMMEnuEN3p0H58l5cV5/oiWn+HMIf+R8fA MheoxZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5jLE Y4Fa6tWzWimfoHOoSZDbOfE=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6 pLN8EiuLFMRNBlwY3LCvYC7Vgy6Zk2NnMhyQhlmHfQlag7n8cX8 G1M6yy09V99Of8fOP/xEym0cd0vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aO k4VxxaPZay6PtMoRYQtI4zEbqKQhb7Ejj+5nvmdR1RaxNGdmSbo hWwUiUBwZuyoQ9377Izmg2rNrbtzkWWgBdSgUHNQ/ewPY56GGBku mdY96ibGy5gygkvMK/1UY8L4hI2wZzFiIWovm6+bk5MgVsSMkczf v7MZC7Wehr7NhMyM9aI3G/7n9VITXHmZiJLUYMRtxHpBKomJyaw 1GQqF3MipBcaVsFsSPmaKcWNvU7H16WLZZWif16lbp7cXtQYtDlG GIziGU6BwCQ24gSa0gMMEnuEN3p0H58l5cV5/oiWn+HMIf+R8fA MheoxZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5jLE Y4Fa6tWzWimfoHOoSZDbOfE=">AAAB6HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6 pLN8EiuLFMRNBlwY3LCvYC7Vgy6Zk2NnMhyQhlmHfQlag7n8cX8 G1M6yy09V99Of8fOP/xEym0cd0vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aO k4VxxaPZay6PtMoRYQtI4zEbqKQhb7Ejj+5nvmdR1RaxNGdmSbo hWwUiUBwZuyoQ9377Izmg2rNrbtzkWWgBdSgUHNQ/ewPY56GGBku mdY96ibGy5gygkvMK/1UY8L4hI2wZzFiIWovm6+bk5MgVsSMkczf v7MZC7Wehr7NhMyM9aI3G/7n9VITXHmZiJLUYMRtxHpBKomJyaw 1GQqF3MipBcaVsFsSPmaKcWNvU7H16WLZZWif16lbp7cXtQYtDlG GIziGU6BwCQ24gSa0gMMEnuEN3p0H58l5cV5/oiWn+HMIf+R8fA MheoxZ</latexit>
1
<latexit sha1_base64="2nVc xP2yHnvgKz2+4oF9WVNze24=">AAAB4nicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6 ou3QSL4KpMRNBlwY3LFuwPtEPJpHfa0ExmSDJCGfoCuhJ15yP5A r6NaZ2Ftp7Vl3tO4J4bplIY6/tfXmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90T JJpjm2eyET3QmZQCoVtK6zEXqqRxaHEbji9W/jdR9RGJOrBzlIM YjZWIhKcWTdq0WG15tf9pcg60AJqUKg5rH4ORgnPYlSWS2ZMn/qp DXKmreAS55VBZjBlfMrG2HeoWIwmyJeLzslFlGhiJ0iW79/ZnMXG zOLQZWJmJ2bVWwz/8/qZjW6DXKg0s6i4izgvyiSxCVn0JSOhkVs 5c8C4Fm5LwidMM27dVSquPl0tuw6dqzr167R1XWvQ4hBlOINzuAQ KN9CAe2hCGzggPMMbvHsj78l78V5/oiWv+HMKf+R9fANsKoo5</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2nVc xP2yHnvgKz2+4oF9WVNze24=">AAAB4nicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6 ou3QSL4KpMRNBlwY3LFuwPtEPJpHfa0ExmSDJCGfoCuhJ15yP5A r6NaZ2Ftp7Vl3tO4J4bplIY6/tfXmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90T JJpjm2eyET3QmZQCoVtK6zEXqqRxaHEbji9W/jdR9RGJOrBzlIM YjZWIhKcWTdq0WG15tf9pcg60AJqUKg5rH4ORgnPYlSWS2ZMn/qp DXKmreAS55VBZjBlfMrG2HeoWIwmyJeLzslFlGhiJ0iW79/ZnMXG zOLQZWJmJ2bVWwz/8/qZjW6DXKg0s6i4izgvyiSxCVn0JSOhkVs 5c8C4Fm5LwidMM27dVSquPl0tuw6dqzr167R1XWvQ4hBlOINzuAQ KN9CAe2hCGzggPMMbvHsj78l78V5/oiWv+HMKf+R9fANsKoo5</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2nVc xP2yHnvgKz2+4oF9WVNze24=">AAAB4nicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6 ou3QSL4KpMRNBlwY3LFuwPtEPJpHfa0ExmSDJCGfoCuhJ15yP5A r6NaZ2Ftp7Vl3tO4J4bplIY6/tfXmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90T JJpjm2eyET3QmZQCoVtK6zEXqqRxaHEbji9W/jdR9RGJOrBzlIM YjZWIhKcWTdq0WG15tf9pcg60AJqUKg5rH4ORgnPYlSWS2ZMn/qp DXKmreAS55VBZjBlfMrG2HeoWIwmyJeLzslFlGhiJ0iW79/ZnMXG zOLQZWJmJ2bVWwz/8/qZjW6DXKg0s6i4izgvyiSxCVn0JSOhkVs 5c8C4Fm5LwidMM27dVSquPl0tuw6dqzr167R1XWvQ4hBlOINzuAQ KN9CAe2hCGzggPMMbvHsj78l78V5/oiWv+HMKf+R9fANsKoo5</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2nVc xP2yHnvgKz2+4oF9WVNze24=">AAAB4nicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6 ou3QSL4KpMRNBlwY3LFuwPtEPJpHfa0ExmSDJCGfoCuhJ15yP5A r6NaZ2Ftp7Vl3tO4J4bplIY6/tfXmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90T JJpjm2eyET3QmZQCoVtK6zEXqqRxaHEbji9W/jdR9RGJOrBzlIM YjZWIhKcWTdq0WG15tf9pcg60AJqUKg5rH4ORgnPYlSWS2ZMn/qp DXKmreAS55VBZjBlfMrG2HeoWIwmyJeLzslFlGhiJ0iW79/ZnMXG zOLQZWJmJ2bVWwz/8/qZjW6DXKg0s6i4izgvyiSxCVn0JSOhkVs 5c8C4Fm5LwidMM27dVSquPl0tuw6dqzr167R1XWvQ4hBlOINzuAQ KN9CAe2hCGzggPMMbvHsj78l78V5/oiWv+HMKf+R9fANsKoo5</ latexit>
10
<latexit sha1_base64="kD28 XM6EULZjv2wYPIY2dGmaAVI=">AAAB43icbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9 Wlm2ARXJWJCLosuHFZxV6gHUomPdOGZi4kGaEMfQJdibrzjXwB3 8a0zkJb/9WX8/+B858gVdJYz/sipbX1jc2t8nZlZ3dv/6B6eNQ2S aYFtkSiEt0NuEElY2xZaRV2U408ChR2gsnN3O88ojYyiR/sNEU/ 4qNYhlJw60b3zBtUa17dW4iuAiugBoWag+pnf5iILMLYCsWN6TEv tX7OtZVC4azSzwymXEz4CHsOYx6h8fPFpjN6Fiaa2jHSxft3NueR MdMocJmI27FZ9ubD/7xeZsNrP5dxmlmMhYs4L8wUtQmdF6ZDqVF YNXXAhZZuSyrGXHNh3Vkqrj5bLrsK7Ys68+rs7rLWYMUhynACp3A ODK6gAbfQhBYICOEZ3uCdIHkiL+T1J1oixZ9j+CPy8Q3Y2Ypz</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kD28 XM6EULZjv2wYPIY2dGmaAVI=">AAAB43icbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9 Wlm2ARXJWJCLosuHFZxV6gHUomPdOGZi4kGaEMfQJdibrzjXwB3 8a0zkJb/9WX8/+B858gVdJYz/sipbX1jc2t8nZlZ3dv/6B6eNQ2S aYFtkSiEt0NuEElY2xZaRV2U408ChR2gsnN3O88ojYyiR/sNEU/ 4qNYhlJw60b3zBtUa17dW4iuAiugBoWag+pnf5iILMLYCsWN6TEv tX7OtZVC4azSzwymXEz4CHsOYx6h8fPFpjN6Fiaa2jHSxft3NueR MdMocJmI27FZ9ubD/7xeZsNrP5dxmlmMhYs4L8wUtQmdF6ZDqVF YNXXAhZZuSyrGXHNh3Vkqrj5bLrsK7Ys68+rs7rLWYMUhynACp3A ODK6gAbfQhBYICOEZ3uCdIHkiL+T1J1oixZ9j+CPy8Q3Y2Ypz</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kD28 XM6EULZjv2wYPIY2dGmaAVI=">AAAB43icbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9 Wlm2ARXJWJCLosuHFZxV6gHUomPdOGZi4kGaEMfQJdibrzjXwB3 8a0zkJb/9WX8/+B858gVdJYz/sipbX1jc2t8nZlZ3dv/6B6eNQ2S aYFtkSiEt0NuEElY2xZaRV2U408ChR2gsnN3O88ojYyiR/sNEU/ 4qNYhlJw60b3zBtUa17dW4iuAiugBoWag+pnf5iILMLYCsWN6TEv tX7OtZVC4azSzwymXEz4CHsOYx6h8fPFpjN6Fiaa2jHSxft3NueR MdMocJmI27FZ9ubD/7xeZsNrP5dxmlmMhYs4L8wUtQmdF6ZDqVF YNXXAhZZuSyrGXHNh3Vkqrj5bLrsK7Ys68+rs7rLWYMUhynACp3A ODK6gAbfQhBYICOEZ3uCdIHkiL+T1J1oixZ9j+CPy8Q3Y2Ypz</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kD28 XM6EULZjv2wYPIY2dGmaAVI=">AAAB43icbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9 Wlm2ARXJWJCLosuHFZxV6gHUomPdOGZi4kGaEMfQJdibrzjXwB3 8a0zkJb/9WX8/+B858gVdJYz/sipbX1jc2t8nZlZ3dv/6B6eNQ2S aYFtkSiEt0NuEElY2xZaRV2U408ChR2gsnN3O88ojYyiR/sNEU/ 4qNYhlJw60b3zBtUa17dW4iuAiugBoWag+pnf5iILMLYCsWN6TEv tX7OtZVC4azSzwymXEz4CHsOYx6h8fPFpjN6Fiaa2jHSxft3NueR MdMocJmI27FZ9ubD/7xeZsNrP5dxmlmMhYs4L8wUtQmdF6ZDqVF YNXXAhZZuSyrGXHNh3Vkqrj5bLrsK7Ys68+rs7rLWYMUhynACp3A ODK6gAbfQhBYICOEZ3uCdIHkiL+T1J1oixZ9j+CPy8Q3Y2Ypz</ latexit>
102
<latexit sha1_base64="pPU8 4OR0x6CmqAe1sXLNO9Nk4YQ=">AAAB5XicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31Vn XpJlgEV2VSBF0W3LisYC/QjiWTnumEZi4kGaEMfQRdibrzhXwB3 8ZMnYW2/qsv5/8D5z9+KoU2rvvlrK1vbG5tV3aqu3v7B4e1o+OuT jLFscMTmai+zzRKEWPHCCOxnypkkS+x509vCr/3iEqLJL43sxS9 iE1iEQjOTDGi7kNzVKu7DXchsgq0hDqUao9qn8NxwrMIY8Ml03pA 3dR4OVNGcInz6jDTmDI+ZRMcWIxZhNrLF7vOyXmQKGJCJIv372zO Iq1nkW8zETOhXvaK4X/eIDPBtZeLOM0MxtxGrBdkkpiEFJXJWCj kRs4sMK6E3ZLwkCnGjT1M1dany2VXodtsULdB7y7rLVoeogKncAY XQOEKWnALbegAhxCe4Q3enYnz5Lw4rz/RNaf8cwJ/5Hx8A/qqix c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pPU8 4OR0x6CmqAe1sXLNO9Nk4YQ=">AAAB5XicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31Vn XpJlgEV2VSBF0W3LisYC/QjiWTnumEZi4kGaEMfQRdibrzhXwB3 8ZMnYW2/qsv5/8D5z9+KoU2rvvlrK1vbG5tV3aqu3v7B4e1o+OuT jLFscMTmai+zzRKEWPHCCOxnypkkS+x509vCr/3iEqLJL43sxS9 iE1iEQjOTDGi7kNzVKu7DXchsgq0hDqUao9qn8NxwrMIY8Ml03pA 3dR4OVNGcInz6jDTmDI+ZRMcWIxZhNrLF7vOyXmQKGJCJIv372zO Iq1nkW8zETOhXvaK4X/eIDPBtZeLOM0MxtxGrBdkkpiEFJXJWCj kRs4sMK6E3ZLwkCnGjT1M1dany2VXodtsULdB7y7rLVoeogKncAY XQOEKWnALbegAhxCe4Q3enYnz5Lw4rz/RNaf8cwJ/5Hx8A/qqix c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pPU8 4OR0x6CmqAe1sXLNO9Nk4YQ=">AAAB5XicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31Vn XpJlgEV2VSBF0W3LisYC/QjiWTnumEZi4kGaEMfQRdibrzhXwB3 8ZMnYW2/qsv5/8D5z9+KoU2rvvlrK1vbG5tV3aqu3v7B4e1o+OuT jLFscMTmai+zzRKEWPHCCOxnypkkS+x509vCr/3iEqLJL43sxS9 iE1iEQjOTDGi7kNzVKu7DXchsgq0hDqUao9qn8NxwrMIY8Ml03pA 3dR4OVNGcInz6jDTmDI+ZRMcWIxZhNrLF7vOyXmQKGJCJIv372zO Iq1nkW8zETOhXvaK4X/eIDPBtZeLOM0MxtxGrBdkkpiEFJXJWCj kRs4sMK6E3ZLwkCnGjT1M1dany2VXodtsULdB7y7rLVoeogKncAY XQOEKWnALbegAhxCe4Q3enYnz5Lw4rz/RNaf8cwJ/5Hx8A/qqix c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pPU8 4OR0x6CmqAe1sXLNO9Nk4YQ=">AAAB5XicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31Vn XpJlgEV2VSBF0W3LisYC/QjiWTnumEZi4kGaEMfQRdibrzhXwB3 8ZMnYW2/qsv5/8D5z9+KoU2rvvlrK1vbG5tV3aqu3v7B4e1o+OuT jLFscMTmai+zzRKEWPHCCOxnypkkS+x509vCr/3iEqLJL43sxS9 iE1iEQjOTDGi7kNzVKu7DXchsgq0hDqUao9qn8NxwrMIY8Ml03pA 3dR4OVNGcInz6jDTmDI+ZRMcWIxZhNrLF7vOyXmQKGJCJIv372zO Iq1nkW8zETOhXvaK4X/eIDPBtZeLOM0MxtxGrBdkkpiEFJXJWCj kRs4sMK6E3ZLwkCnGjT1M1dany2VXodtsULdB7y7rLVoeogKncAY XQOEKWnALbegAhxCe4Q3enYnz5Lw4rz/RNaf8cwJ/5Hx8A/qqix c=</latexit>
103
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Figure 2.4: Attenuation caused by the atmosphere (dB/km) as a function of the
frequency [11]. The blue area correspond to the frequencies of propagating quantum
microwaves. The green line separates microwaves from infrared, and the red line, infrared
from visible frequencies.
The difference between the conventional radar and the quantum one
would be the amount of resources in therms of photons needed to detect the
object with a certain probability. The classical radar uses light to enhance
its sensitivity, while the quantum radar uses entanglement to reduce the
signal photons. This would be useful, for example, in case that we do not
want that the ”enemy” aircraft knows that we are detecting it or when we
want to detect a stealth aircraft, specifically designed to reflect a low amount
of photons.
In order to detect an object with photons, the wavelength of the radiation
used to detect it must be of the same order as the size of the target. This
implies that the photons sent must be in the microwave regime, because
its wavelength is of the order of centimetres. Besides, the atmosphere is
almost transparent for microwaves (See Fig. 2.4), which also supports the
use of microwaves for radar detection. Nevertheless, the manipulation of the
beams and measurement can be done both in the microwave and the optical
regimes. Let us now briefly describe the advantages and disadvantages of
using each frequency.
2.4.1 Optical vs Microwave Regime
Due to the fact that it is essential to utilize microwaves in the target de-
tection, it is a clear candidate to be used in quantum radar. The reason
for thinking in using photons in the optical regime is because of the already
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developed technology for this frequency range. In particular, the existence
of efficient photodetectors of single photons, currently under development
in the microwave regime, is the main reason for developing this technology
for the optical range.
Nowadays, strong efforts are performed to create an efficient photodetec-
tor in microwaves. This would avoid microwave-to-optical photon transduc-
ers. The fact of not having to transform the frequency of the signal could
considerably raise the overall detection efficiency.
Chapter 3
Photon Subtraction
Gaussian states are particularly convenient for quantum illumination, due
to their experimental feasibility, their resilience and relatively straightfor-
ward theoretical description and manipulation. Nevertheless, non-Gaussian
states have been studied in the framework of quantum information, demon-
strating that a stronger entanglement can be achieved compared to Gaussian
states [2]. This fact makes them look promising candidates to overcome the
performance of protocols based on Gaussian quantum states, but we have
to keep in mind that higher entanglement does not necessarily mean better
results [10].
One of the main methods for transforming a Gaussian state into a non-
Gaussian one is known as photon subtraction (PS). It consists in applying an
annihilation operator aˆ to our Gaussian state. This technique is employed
for other various purposes, such as the creation of cat states (a superposition
of two coherent states)[12].
Notice that, despite its name, the mean number of photons after the
photon subtraction may be equal or greater than before. This fact can be
straightforwardly appreciated in a coherent state; as it is an eigenvector of
the annihilation operator, the number of photons is the same. This fact
turns out to be key in quantum illumination, since two different protocols,
with different signal states, must be always compared by fixing the same
number of resources in terms of photons for both protocols.
In this Chapter, we will study the effect of the photon subtraction op-
eration (PS) in a quantum illumination protocol. Firstly, in Section 3.1, we
compare the performances of the already seen TMSS with and without PS.
We prove that the PS protocol does not improve the Gaussian protocol so, in
Section 3.2, we consider an arbitrary single-mode Gaussian state and study
how photon subtraction affects the number of photons. We obtain a family
of Gaussian states for which the number of photon maximally decreases.
Finally, in Section 3.3, we generate a particular two-mode Gaussian state
that, after tracing out the idler mode, results in a single-mode Gaussian state
25
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that belongs to the family of Gaussian states found in the previous Section.
Then, the SNR is calculated and compared with the Gaussian protocol, in
order to determine whether photon subtraction improves the result.
3.1 PS on a Two-Mode Squeezed State
It is known that non-Gaussian states show higher computational power in
continuous variable quantum computing than Gaussian states. A logical
question consequently arisen is whether we can improve the results shown by
the quantum illumination protocol developed in Section 2.2 with squeezed
states by employing photon subtraction. In this Section, we are going to
compute the SNR of the new quantum protocol and compare it with Eq. 2.13.
For the sake of simplicity, we will apply the annihilation operator only
to the signal beam, and not to the idler one, i.e. to the mode 1 of Eq. 2.9.
This results in the state








n |n− 1, n〉 , (3.1)
which has been normalized. The measured operator will be the one of Eq.
2.10, the same as for the previous quantum protocol. We divide again the
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∗
PS
where N ′ is the mean number of photons defined for the TMSS without
photon subtraction. N is used for the number of photons of the signal mode
of each protocol. Now, we replace the addends in the expectation value of
the operator, obtaining the expression
〈bˆ1bˆ2 + bˆ†1bˆ†2〉PS = 4
√
ηN ′(N ′ + 1). (3.2)
We follow the same process than for the previous protocols, calculating
the expectation value of the operator squared:
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In order to calculate the expected number of photons of both modes, 1
and 2, we have used results obtained for the TMSS, which are not labelled
with the subindex PS (photon subtraction). The obtained result for 〈aˆ†1aˆ1〉PS
is of the greatest importance, since it shows that photon subtraction has
doubled the number of photons with respect to the TMSS. The expression
for 〈(bˆ1bˆ2 + bˆ†1bˆ†2)2〉PS is
〈(bˆ1bˆ2 + bˆ†1bˆ†2)2〉PS = 〈(
√






1− η (aˆthaˆ2 + aˆ†thaˆ†2))2〉
= 2η
(
12N ′2 + 12N ′ + 1
)
+ (1− η)(2N ′ + (4N ′ + 3)nth + 2). (3.3)
Substituting Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 in Eq. 2.1, we obtain an expression for the
SNR of this protocol,
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SNRPS =
16ηN ′(N ′ + 1)
2(N ′ + 1) + (4N ′ + 3)(2ηN ′ − ηnth + nth)
=
4ηN(N + 2)
N + (2N + 3)(ηN − ηnth + nth) + 2 , (3.4)
In the first equality, the SNR depends on the number of photons of a TMSS
(N ′). Since we want the SNR to depend on the number of photons of the
signal (N), we have made the change N ′ = N/2. This is done to be able to
compare both protocols employing the same number of photons.
Finally, the comparison between Gaussian and non-Gaussian protocols




(N + 2)(2η(N + 1)N +N − (η − 1)(2N + 1)nth + 1)
(N + 1)(N + (2N + 3)(ηN − ηnth + nth) + 2) , (3.5)
and represented in Fig. 3.1. There is a region of parameters for which the
non-Gaussian protocol gives a better performance than the Gaussian one.
Specifically, for nth = 0 thermal photons, the ratio reaches a maximum value
of 1 + η1+4√η+3η for N = η
−1/2 expected signal photons. This fact may seem
relevant but, comparing with Fig. 2.3, we see that the PS protocol is better
than the one without it only in a region where both are worse than the
classical protocol. We can understand this by observing Fig. 3.2, where
we have compared both the quantum Gaussian protocol and the PS one
with the classical protocol. We observe that, even though the non-Gaussian
protocol overcomes the classical one for small values of N , the Gaussian
protocol is still better in the region of interest. This lets us conclude that
the PS state of Eq. 3.1 performs worse than the TMSS of Eq. 2.9, even
though the former could show a stronger entanglement.
3.2 PS on Single-Mode Gaussian States
In the previous Section we have observed that, far from reducing the number
of photons, photon subtraction doubles it for a two-mode squeezed state,
making the non-Gaussian state useless for our purpose. In this Section,
we address the question whether this technique also increases the number of
photons for a general single-mode Gaussian state (Eq. 1.16). This is relevant
since, if we trace out the idle of an arbitrary two-mode Gaussian state, the
reduced density matrix of the signal is a single-mode Gaussian state. We will
see that this is not generaly true, and find the relation between squeezing and
displacement that achieves the largest reduction in the number of photons.
The quantity we want to compute is the difference between the expecta-
tion number of photons of a general Gaussian state before and after applying
an annihilation operator, which are expressed by
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Figure 3.1: Representation of the ratio between quantum protocols’ SNRs with
and without photon subtraction (R), given by Eq. 3.5 (orange surface), in terms of
the signal and thermal photons (N and nth respectively) for a reflectivity value of η = 0.1.
The blue surface value is 1, and serves as a reference. The photon subtraction protocol
(non-Gaussian) gives better performance than the Gaussian one when the orange surface
is above the blue one.
Figure 3.2: Representation of the ratio between the quantum Gaussian protocol
and the classical protocol (orange surface) and the ratio between the PS protocol
and the classical protocol (yellow surface), in terms of the signal photons (N) and
thermal photons (nth). The blue surface serves as a reference, and takes the value 1. The
quantum protocols give better performance than the classical one when their respective
surfaces lie above the blue one.















respectively, where the denominator of the second formula comes from the
normalization process.
In order to calculate these expressions, we need the commutation re-
lations between the displacement and squeezing operators (Eqs. 1.14 and
1.15) and the ladder operators. The relation between the operators obeys
the equations
aˆDˆ(α) = Dˆ(α)(aˆ+ α), aˆ†Dˆ(α) = Dˆ(α)(aˆ† + α∗), (3.8)
and the squeezing operator,
aˆSˆ(ξ)= Sˆ(ξ)[aˆ cosh r−aˆ†eiφ sinh r],
aˆ†Sˆ(ξ)= Sˆ(ξ)[aˆ† cosh r−aˆe−iφ sinh r]. (3.9)
Let us firstly compute NGauss, using the relations given by Eqs. 3.8 and
3.9 and the cyclic property of the trace. This is useful due to the unitarity
of the displacement and squeezing operators. Then, the number of photons
of a general Gaussian state (Eq. 3.6) is
NGauss = Tr
(














= |α|2 + Tr
(
(aˆ† cosh r−aˆe−iφ sinh r)(aˆ cosh r−aˆ†eiφ sinh r)ρˆth
)
= |α|2 + Tr((nˆ cosh2 r + (nˆ+ 1) sinh2 r)ρˆth)
= |α|2 + (2 cosh2 r − 1)nth + sinh2 r, (3.10)
where α defines the displacement, r the absolute value of the squeezing, and
nth the number of photons of the thermal state.
Notice that the denominator of Eq. 3.7 coincides with Eq. 3.10. The
calculation of the numerator of NPS gives
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NumPS = Tr
(




(aˆ†2aˆ2 + α2aˆ†2 + α∗2aˆ2 + 4|α|2aˆ†aˆ+ |α|4)SˆρˆthSˆ†
)
= Tr
(∣∣∣cosh2 raˆ†2 + sinh2 raˆ2 − e−iφ sinh r cosh r(2nˆ+ 1)∣∣∣2ρˆth)
− Tr
(




4|α|2(cosh2 rnˆ+ sinh2 r(nˆ+ 1))ρˆth
)
+ |α|4
= |α|4 − |α|2(2nth + 1) sinh(2r) cos(2θ − φ) + 2(nth + 1)2 sinh4(r)
+ 2n2th cosh
4(r) + 2|α|2((2nth + 1) cosh(2r)− 1)
+ (8nth(nth + 1) + 1) sinh
2(r) cosh2(r), (3.11)
where φ and θ are respectively the squeezing and displacement phases. NPS,
obtained by replacing Eqs. 3.11 and 3.10 in Eq. 3.7, which results in
NPS =
|α|4 − |α|2((2nth + 1)(sinh(2r) cos(θ − 2φ)− 2 cosh(2r)) + 2))
|α|2 + 2nth cosh2(r)− nth + sinh2(r)
+
2n2th cosh
4(r) + 2(nth + 1)
2 sinh4(r) + (8n2th + 8nth + 1) sinh
2(r) cosh2(r)
|α|2 + 2nth cosh2(r)− nth + sinh2(r)
.
(3.12)
In order to compare the number of photons before and after the opera-
tion, we calculate the difference of photons. Since the equation depends on
five parameters, namely, |α|, r, nth, φ, θ, we focus on the relation between
phases that give the smallest number of photons for the PS case, that is,
2θ = φ. The difference between Eq. 3.12 and Eq. 3.10 (NPS −NGaussian) is
∆N = (2nth + 1) cosh(2r)−
2
(
α2 + n2th + nth
)
+ 2α2(2nth + 1) sinh(2r)
2α2 + (2nth + 1) cosh(2r)− 1 ,
(3.13)
which is depicted in Fig. 3.3. We have plotted the surface for small values
of squeezing and displacement since we are interested in the regime of small
photon number, which implies low values for r and α.
By observing Fig. 3.3, we conclude that it possible to decrease the num-
ber of photons of certain Gaussian states by photon subtraction. We are
interested in the relation between squeezing and displacement which opti-
mizes the photon number reduction. This relation is achieved by computing
the gradient of Eq. 3.13. Specifically, the component corresponding to the
derivative in r has been chosen, and the resulting equation is
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Representation of the difference in the number of photons (∆N)
given by Eq. 3.13, in terms of the absolute values of squeezing (r) and dis-
placement (α) of the Gaussian state for nth = 0 (a) and nth = 0.1 (b). The
orange surface represents de difference of photons and the blue surface takes value 0, to
serve as a reference. When the orange surface is greater than 0, the photon subtraction
operation increases the number of photons but, when it is less than 0, the number of pho-
tons decreases. The yellow line (Eq. 3.14) represents the optimal combination of squeezing
and displacement for a reduction in the photon number for a given nth.
(2nth + 1)





1− 2α2)+ 12nth(nth + 1) + 5) sinh(2r) + 8 (α2 − 2α4) cosh(2r) = 0.
(3.14)
It can be expressed parametrically and it is represented graphically in Fig. 3.3,
in which it is clear that the line actually corresponds to the minimum.
However, notice that, in the case of nth > 0 (Fig. 3.3b), there is a region
for the optimal relation where photon subtraction increases the number of
photons. Therefore, we must find another relation between the parameters
to define the region for the optimal relation where the number of photons
decrease. This is achieved by isolating one parameter in Eq. 3.14 and re-



















2− 1nth + 1
)
. (3.16)
The calculation of these inequalities is written down in the Appendix A.1
(Eq. A.1).
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3.3 PS with Optimal Displacement and Squeezing
In Section 3.1, we have proven that photon subtraction does not provide any
advantage when acting on a two-mode squeezed state, and that it doubles
the number of photons for that state. Then, in Section 3.2, we have found a
relation between squeezing and displacement for which photon subtraction
actually reduces the number of photons of a single-mode Gaussian state.
In this Section, we want to apply photon subtraction to a quantum state
whose partial trace is the state found in the previous Section. There are
infinite possible two-mode Gaussian states which fulfil this constraint, thus
we will focus on the case which can be experimentally generated in a simplest
manner. Indeed, we use a TMSS in order to entangle the signal and idler
modes. Then, we apply the displacement Dˆ(α) and the squeezing Sˆ(ξ) given
by Eq. 3.14 and, finally, the photon subtraction operation, aˆ. This state is
of the form
|SDλ〉 = aˆDˆ(α)Sˆ(ξ) |λ12〉〈λ12| Sˆ†(ξ)Dˆ†(α)aˆ†aˆDˆ(α)Sˆ(ξ) |λ12〉
, (3.17)
where |λ12〉 is given by Eq. 2.9 and the normalization constant is α2 +
N ′
(
2 cosh2(r)− 1) + sinh2(r), where N ′ is the number of photons defined
for the TMSS. Afterwards, we need to fix the number of photons sent to the
object. In the previous Section, we also concluded that the optimal relation
between the phases of displacement and squeezing is 2θ = φ.
The calculation of the SNR follows the same steps as in the previous
cases. Equations 3.8 and 3.9 are necessary, as well as the expectation values
calculated in Sections 2.2 and 3.1. This time, the calculations will not
be displayed here, but the needed expectation values will be written down
in Appendix A.2. The expectation value of Eq. 2.10, depending on the
parameters α, ξ, θ and φ, results in
〈bˆ1bˆ2 + bˆ†1bˆ†2〉SDλ =
2
√
ηN ′(N ′ + 1)
α2 −N ′ + 2N ′ cosh2(r) + sinh2(r)
(
(6N ′ + 3) cosh3(r)
−α2 sinh(r) + (2α2 − 4N ′ − 3) cosh(r)) (3.18)
where N ′ is the photon number for a TMSS. Notice that, after replacing
2θ = φ, the result does not depend on the direction of squeezing φ. This is
because φ and θ depend on the choice of the coordinate system (x, p), so the
result can only depend on the relation between the phases. The expected
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number of photons for the state given in Eq. 3.17 is
〈aˆ†1aˆ1〉SDλ =
2α2((2N ′ + 1) cosh(2r)− 1)− α2(2N ′ + 1) sinh(2r)
α2 −N ′ + 2N ′ cosh2(r) + sinh2(r)
+
2(N ′ + 1)2 sinh4(r) + (8N ′2 + 8N ′ + 1) sinh2(r) cosh2(r)
α2 −N ′ + 2N ′ cosh2(r) + sinh2(r)
+
2N ′2 cosh4(r) + α4
α2 −N ′ + 2N ′ cosh2(r) + sinh2(r) = N (3.19)
The equation obtained for 〈(bˆ1bˆ2 + bˆ†1bˆ†2)2〉 is
〈(bˆ1bˆ2 + bˆ†1bˆ†2)2〉SDλ =




3N ′2 +N ′ − 1)+ 1)






α2(22N ′(N ′ + 1) + 2) + 2N ′(N ′ + 1)(3N ′ − 4)− 1))
4 (2α2 + (2N ′ + 1) cosh(2r)− 1)
− 4 cosh(2r)((η − 1)
(
8N ′2 + 6N ′ + 3
)
nth − 2η((2N ′(N ′ + 1) + 1)))
4 (2α2 + (2N ′ + 1) cosh(2r)− 1)
+
η(N ′(24N ′2 + 12N ′ − 2) + 5)− 12 (2α2 − 1) (η − 1)nth
4 (2α2 + (2N ′ + 1) cosh(2r)− 1)
− 8α
2η(14N ′(N ′ + 1) + 1) sinh(2r)
4 (2α2 + (2N ′ + 1) cosh(2r)− 1)
+
3η(2N ′ + 1)(20N ′(N ′ + 1) + 1) cosh(4r)− 8
4 (2α2 + (2N ′ + 1) cosh(2r)− 1) (3.20)
By replacing Eqs. 3.18 and 3.20 in Eq. 2.1, we obtain the SNR for the
signal (Eq. 3.17). Let us remember that we must compare the protocols
using the same resources, so we have made a similar change in the number
of photons performed for Eq. 3.4, but taking into account that now the
number of photons of the signal is expressed by Eq. 3.19. This process is
written down in Appendix A.2, along with the SNR (Eq. A.3).
It should be clarified that the parameter called N ′ in this Section, rep-
resents nth in the previous one, since the thermal state of the Section 3.2
of single-mode photon subtraction is the resultant of tracing out the idler
beam of a TMSS. In this Section, nth comes from the interaction with the
object.
The comparison will be done with the protocol exposed in Section 2.2,
the quantum protocol with a Gaussian state with SNR given by Eq. 2.13.
By computing the ratio between Eqs. A.3 (after replacing N ′ with Eq. A.6)
and 2.13, we obtain the comparison between the Gaussian and the dis-
placed squeezed photon subtracted TMSS, which is graphically represented
in Fig. 3.4 for a single-mode squeezing value of r = 0.1 and a reflectivity of
η = 0.1.
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Figure 3.4: Representation of the ratio (R) between the SNRs of the quantum
non-Gaussian protocol, with a signal expressed by Eq. 3.17, and the quantum
Gaussian protocol with a signal state of the form of Eq. 2.9, in terms of the signal
photons (N) and thermal photons (nth). The values chosen for the reflectivity η and the
single-mode squeezing r are η = r = 0.1.
As it can be clearly seen, the surface stays below 1 for every signal and
thermal photons in the studied range, which means that the non-Gaussian
protocol developed in this Section is worse than the Gaussian one with a
two-mode squeezed state. This result is fairly reasonable, since photons
have been added to the state at the expense of the entanglement level in the
process of squeezing and displacement. Indeed, the squeezing of the TMSS,
represented by N ′, has been reduced to compensate de number of photons.
Additionally, this increment in the number of photons is not compensated
by the photon subtraction operation.
In light of the results obtained in this Chapter, we can conclude that
making the states non-Gaussian does not seem to provide any advantage in
quantum illumination problems. Nevertheless, we have compared the best
Gaussian protocol with a particular non-Gaussian protocol. This does not
provide any general prove, since the employed state is only one of the infinite
possible states that fit the conditions imposed in Section 3.2. Although a
comparison with a general two-mode Gaussian state should be performed,
we do not expect it to change the result for the aforementioned reasons.

Conclusions
In this work, we have introduced the fundamentals of quantum illumination,
with special emphasis on Gaussian states as a resource. We have shown that,
indeed, the quantum Gaussian protocol outperforms the best classical one
in the studied detection scheme. Photon subtraction is a common technique
to de-Gaussianize quantum states in continuous variables. Motivated by
an enhancement over the quantum Gaussian protocol using this technique
reported in Ref. [2], we have studied it in detail, concluding that photon
subtraction does not provide any advantage when the number of photons is
fixed.
Below, the main results obtained throughout this work are described.
• We have compared the performance of the best quantum illumina-
tion protocol with Gaussian states against the best classical one by
means of their respective signal-to-noise ratios. We have shown that
the quantum protocol provides an enhancement in the limit of weak
signal (small number of signal photons) with respect to the environ-
mental noise photons. In this region of interest, the ratio reaches up
to a maximum of 2.
• We have demonstrated that a protocol based on photon subtraction
acting on a TMSS, does not overcome the aforementioned quantum
protocol in the region of interest. The reason is that the growth of the
number of photons of the signal that this operation generates must be
compensated by reducing the squeezing level.
• We have studied the effect of photon subtraction in the photon number
when applied to an arbitrary single-mode Gaussian state. We have
found that, far from always increasing the number of photons, there
exists a region of parameters (α, ξ and nth) for which the photon
number is reduced. We have calculated the optimal relation between
squeezing, displacement and thermal photons of a state for photon
number reduction.
• We have used the aforesaid optimal relation to try to find a regime in
which photon subtraction is advantageous. Indeed, we have applied
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the annihilation operator to the signal mode of a TMSS, which we
have previously displaced and squeezed an amount corresponding to
the optimal relation among α, ξ and nth. We have demonstrated that
the new state still performs worse than the TMSS. This result can
be understood based on the fact that the displacement and squeezing
applied before the photon subtraction actually increase the photon
number in comparison with the reduction caused by the photon sub-
traction. Therefore, for a given number of photons of the signal, the
photons of the initial TMSS are reduced, which consequently decreases
the entanglement.
The obtained results in this work concerning photon subtraction are a
starting point for a more general study on its effects in quantum illumination
protocols. In particular, a comparison between the TMSS and a general two-
mode Gaussian state with photon subtraction should be carried out in order
to definitely prove or deny the advantages given by this operation.
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A.1 Optimal Photon Reduction
In this Section, we present the photon number difference achieved by replac-





y4 + 2y2 − 1)− 2y3
2y (y2 − 1)
−
√
m2 (y8 − 2y6 + 8y4 − 2y2 − 1)− 4my (y4 + 2y2 − 1) + 4y4
2y (y2 − 1) (A.1)
where the parameters y and m are
y = exp(2r), m = 2n− 1.
The relation in Eq. 3.14 is valid when the expression given in Eq. A.1
is less than 0, i.e. when photon subtraction reduces the number of photons.
Isolating the variable m we get
m <
y5 + 2y3 +
√
y10 − 2y8 + 2y6 − 2y4 + y2 − y
3y4 − 1 . (A.2)
The high squeezing limit (Eq. 3.15) is obtained by taking the highest
order component, and the low squeezing limit (Eq. 3.16) by generating a
power series expansion around y = 1 (r = 0) to order 1.
A.2 Optimal PS Protocol Expectation Values
In this Section, we write down the expectation values involved in the calcu-
lation of Eqs. 3.18 and 3.20, as well as the procedure we have followed to
find the SNR of the optimal PS protocol.
First, the expectation values needed to compute the SNR are:
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(−4N + 3(2N + 1) cosh2(r)− 3))
• 〈aˆ†2aˆ2〉SDλ = α2 +N(2N + 1)
(
2 cosh2(r)− 1)+ sinh2(r)
• 〈aˆ21aˆ22〉SDλ = 6α2N(N + 1) cosh(r)(cosh(r)− sinh(r) cos(2θ − φ))
+6N2(N + 1) cosh2(r)
(
2 cosh2(r)− 1)+ 2N(N + 1) sinh2(r) cosh2(r)
+(2N(N + 1)−+4N(3N + 2)(N + 1)) sinh2(r) cosh2(r)
• 〈aˆ†1aˆ1aˆ†2aˆ2〉SDλ = α4N−2α2(2(2N+1)N+N) sinh(r) cosh(r) cos(2θ − φ)
+4α2
(





8(3N + 2)N2 + 8(2N + 1)N +N
)
sinh2(r) cosh2(r)
+2N2(3N + 2) cosh4(r) + 6N(N + 1)2 sinh4(r)
Using the obtained expectation values, we find Eqs. 3.18 and 3.20. The
SNR obtained via Eq. 2.1 is
SNRSDλ = −4η
((
8α2 + 2N ′ − 3) cosh(r)− 4α2 sinh(r) + (6N ′ + 3) cosh(3r))2
N ′(N ′ + 1)[4(η − 1) (2α2 + (2N ′ + 1) cosh(2r)− 1) ((2α2 − 1) (3nth + 2)
+
(
4N ′(N ′ + 1) +
(






+ 4ηN ′(N ′ + 1)
((
8α2 + 2N ′ − 3) cosh(r)− 4α2 sinh(r)
+ (6N ′ + 3) cosh(3r)










)− 1)N ′ + 24N ′3
+16
(
α2(11N ′(N ′ + 1) + 1) + 3N ′
(
N ′2 − 1)) cosh(2r)
− 8α2(14N ′(N ′ + 1) + 1) sinh(2r)
+3(2N ′ + 1)(20N ′(N ′ + 1) + 1) cosh(4r)− 3)]−1. (A.3)
Now, we isolate α in Eq. 3.14 and replace it in the number of photons
of the signal (Eq. 3.19). This leads to the optimal number of photons of the
signal, now dependent on two parameters, N ′ and r,
N = e−2r
(2N ′ + 1)e12r + (6N ′ +B + 3)e8r − 10e6r + (18N ′ − 5B + 9)e4r
8 (e4r − 1)
+ e−2r
2e2r − 5(2N ′ + 1)
8 (e4r − 1) , (A.4)
where (A.5)
B = [4(8N ′(N ′ + 1) + 3) + 2(2N ′ + 1)2 sinh(8r) + 4(2N ′ + 1) sinh(2r)
− 12(2N ′ + 1) cosh(2r) + 4(2N ′ + 1) cosh(6r)
− 4(2N ′ + 1) sinh(6r)− 4(2N ′ + 1)2 cosh(4r)]1/2.
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From this equation, we isolate N ′, which results in two solutions. The
positive solution, which is the physically valid one, is
N ′ =
4[e16r(2 cosh(2r)− 3 sinh(2r))2 (8N2 sinh(8r)− 4(2N + 3)2 cosh(4r)
2 (e8r (−4e4r + 9e8r + 84)− 25)
+
4e16r(16N + 17) cosh(8r) + 32(N + 1)N + 19
)
]
2 (e8r (−4e4r + 9e8r + 84)− 25)
+
4(N + 1)e14r − 10(2N + 3)e2r + 2(6N + 13)e10r + 4(9N + 16)e6r
2 (e8r (−4e4r + 9e8r + 84)− 25)
+
4e12r − 84e8r − 9e16r + 25
2 (e8r (−4e4r + 9e8r + 84)− 25) . (A.6)
We replace it in the SNR (Eq. A.3), so the SNR now depends on the photons
of the signal N , and not N ′. The comparison with the Gaussian protocol is




B.1 Representation in Phase Space of different Wigner
Functions
In this program, we plot the Wigner functions for different Gaussian states
(Eqs. 1.17, 1.18 and 1.19). The graphics are the ones depicted in Fig. 1.1.
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Thermal[x_, p_, λ_] := (1 - λ) / (π ℏ (1 + λ)) Exp[-1 / ℏ ((1 - λ) / (1 + λ)) (x^2 + p^2)]
Coherent[x_, p_, α_] :=(1 / (π ℏ)) Exp[-1 / ℏ ((x - Re[α] / (Sqrt[2 ℏ]))^2 + (p - Im[α] / (Sqrt[2 ℏ]))^2)]
Squeezed[x_, p_, α_, r_, θ_] :=(1 / (π ℏ)) Exp[-Abs[Cosh[r] Exp[-ⅈ θ] ((x - Re[α] + ⅈ (p - Im[α])) / (Sqrt[2 ℏ])) +
Sinh[r] Exp[ⅈ θ] ((x - Re[α] - ⅈ (p - Im[α])) / (Sqrt[2 ℏ]))]^2]ℏ = 1;
plot1 = Plot3D[Coherent[x, p, 1.5 (1 + ⅈ)], {x, -4, 4}, {p, -4, 4},
PlotRange → All, PlotPoints → 70, Mesh -> None, AxesLabel → {"x", "p"},
Boxed → False, Axes → False, BoundaryStyle → Directive[Orange, Thick]]
plot2 := Plot3D[Thermal[x, p, 0.4], {x, -4, 4}, {p, -4, 4}, PlotRange → All,
PlotPoints → 50, Mesh -> None, AxesLabel → {"x", "p"}, Boxed → False,
Axes → False, BoundaryStyle → Directive[Orange, Thick]]
plot3 := Plot3D[Thermal[x, p, 0], {x, -4, 4}, {p, -4, 4}, PlotRange → All,
PlotPoints → 50, Mesh -> None, AxesLabel → {"x", "p"}, Boxed → False,
Axes → False, PlotStyle → Directive[Red, Opacity[0.5]]]
Show[plot2, plot3]
plot4 = Plot3D[Squeezed[x, p, 0, 0.5, -π / 8], {x, -5, 5}, {p, -5, 5},
PlotRange → All, PlotPoints → 70, Mesh -> None, AxesLabel → {"x", "p"},
Boxed → False, Axes → False, BoundaryStyle → Directive[Orange, Thick]]
cplot1 = ContourPlot[Coherent[x, p, 1.5 (1 + ⅈ)], {x, -4, 4}, {p, -4, 4},
PlotRange → All, PlotPoints → 80, ContourStyle → None, Frame → False]
cplot2 = ContourPlot[Thermal[x, p, 0.4], {x, -4, 4}, {p, -4, 4},
PlotRange → All, PlotPoints → 80, ContourStyle → None, Frame → False]
cplot3 = ContourPlot[Squeezed[x, p, 0, 0.5, -π / 8], {x, -4, 4}, {p, -4, 4},
PlotRange → All, PlotPoints → 50, ContourStyle → None, Frame → False]
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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B.2 Representation of SNR Comparisons
In this program, we represent the ratio between the SNR of different pro-
tocols. First, we compare the classical protocol with the quantum Gaus-
sian protocol (Fig. 2.3). Then, the Gaussian protocol with the PS proto-
col (Fig. 3.1) and, finally, both quantum protocols with the classical one
(Fig. 3.2).
In[1]:= xcua = η (Ν + 1) (6 Ν + 1) + (1 - η) (2 Ν t + Ν + t + 1);
x = 2 Sqrt[η Ν (Ν + 1)];
In[15]:= SNRQ1 = (x^2) / (xcua - x^2) // FullSimplify
Out[15]=
4 η Ν (1 + Ν)
1 + Ν + 2 η Ν (1 + Ν) - t (-1 + η) (1 + 2 Ν)
In[20]:= SNRC[η_, Ν_, t_] := (2 Ν η) / ((1 - η) t + 1 / 2)
SNRQ[η_, Ν_, t_] := 4 η Ν (1 + Ν)1 + Ν + 2 η Ν (1 + Ν) - t (-1 + η) (1 + 2 Ν)
ComparisonQC[η_, Ν_, t_] := SNRQ[η, Ν, t] / SNRC[η, Ν, t]
In[53]:= Plot1 :=
Plot3D[1, {n, 0, 50}, {t, 0, 150}, PlotPoints → 150, PlotRange → All, Mesh → None,
AxesLabel → {"N", Subscript["n", "th"], "R"}, PlotStyle → Directive[Blue]]
PlotQC := Plot3D[ComparisonQC[0.1, n, t], {n, 0, 50}, {t, 0, 150}, PlotPoints → 150,
PlotRange → All, Mesh → None, AxesLabel → {"N", Subscript["n", "th"], "R"},
PlotStyle → Directive[Orange, Opacity[0.85]]]
In[28]:= Show[Plot1, PlotQC]
Out[28]=
Now with photon subtraction:
In[29]:= ps = 4 Sqrt[η Ν (Ν + 1)];
pscua = 2 η (12 Ν^2 + 12 Ν + 1) + (1 - η) (t (4 Ν + 3) + 2 Ν + 2);
SNRQp = ps^2 / (pscua - ps^2) // FullSimplify
Out[31]=
16 η Ν (1 + Ν)
2 (1 + Ν) + (3 + 4 Ν) (t - t η + 2 η Ν)
In[39]:= SNRQPS[η_, Ν_, t_] := 16 η Ν (1 + Ν)2 (1 + Ν) + (3 + 4 Ν) (t - t η + 2 η Ν)
ComparisonPSQ[η_, Ν_, t_] := SNRQPS[η, Ν / 2, t] / SNRQ[η, Ν, t]
In[55]:= Plot2 :=
Plot3D[1, {n, 0, 10}, {t, 0, 50}, PlotPoints → 150, PlotRange → All, Mesh → None,
AxesLabel → {"N", Subscript["n", "th"], "R"}, PlotStyle → Directive[Blue]]
PlotPSQ := Plot3D[ComparisonPSQ[0.1, n, t], {n, 0, 10},{t, 0, 50}, PlotPoints → 150, PlotRange → All, Mesh → None,
AxesLabel → {"N", Subscript["n", "th"], "R"},
PlotStyle → Directive[Orange, Opacity[0.85]]]
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
In[58]:= Show[Plot2, PlotPSQ]
Out[58]=
In[48]:= ComparisonPSC[η_, Ν_, t_] := SNRQPS[η, Ν / 2, t] / SNRC[η, Ν, t]
In[59]:= PlotPSQ := Plot3D[ComparisonPSQ[0.1, n, t],{n, 0, 10}, {t, 0, 50}, PlotPoints → 150, PlotRange → All,
Mesh → None, AxesLabel → {"N", Subscript["n", "th"], "R"},
PlotStyle → Directive[Orange, Opacity[0.85]]]
PlotPSC := Plot3D[ComparisonPSC[0.1, n, t], {n, 0, 10},{t, 0, 50}, PlotPoints → 150, PlotRange → All, Mesh → None,
AxesLabel → {"N", Subscript["n", "th"], "R"},
PlotStyle → Directive[Yellow, Opacity[0.85]]]
Plot2QC := Plot3D[ComparisonQC[0.1, n, t], {n, 0, 10}, {t, 0, 50}, PlotPoints → 150,
PlotRange → All, Mesh → None, AxesLabel → {"N", Subscript["n", "th"], "R"},
PlotStyle → Directive[Orange, Opacity[0.85]]]
Plot3 := Plot3D[1, {n, 0, 10}, {t, 0, 50}, PlotPoints → 150, PlotRange → All,
Mesh → None, AxesLabel → {"N", Subscript["n", "th"], "R"},
PlotStyle → Directive[Blue, Opacity[0.6]]]
In[64]:= Show[Plot2QC, PlotPSC, Plot3]
Out[64]=
2     2-CvsQGauss_QGaussVsPS.nb
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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B.3 Optimal Displacement and Squeezing Calcu-
lation and Graphic Representation
In this program, we represent the difference of photons generated by photon
subtraction (Eq. 3.13) and find the optimal relation between the parameters
r, α and nth. We choose nth = 0 and nth = 0.1 just for graphic representation
(Fig. 3.3).
num = Cosh[r]^4 * 2 * n^2 + Sinh[r]^4 * (2 n^2 + 4 n + 2) +
Sinh[r]^2 Cosh[r]^2 (8 n^2 + 8 n + 1) - 2 α^2 Sinh[r] Cosh[r] (2 n + 1) Cos[θ - 2 ϕ] +
4 α^2 ((2 Cosh[r]^2 - 1) n + Sinh[r]^2) + α^4;
np = α^2 + (2 Cosh[r]^2 - 1) n + Sinh[r]^2;
npp = num / np;
dif = FullSimplify[npp - np];
dif
1 - 4 α2 + 2 (1 + 2 n) -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r] + (1 + 2 n)2 Cosh[4 r] - 4 (1 + 2 n) α2 Sinh[2 r] 2 -1 + 2 α2 + (1 + 2 n) Cosh[2 r] // FullSimplify
(1 + 2 n) Cosh[2 r] + -2 n + n2 + α2 - 2 (1 + 2 n) α2 Sinh[2 r]-1 + 2 α2 + (1 + 2 n) Cosh[2 r]
ReplaceAll1 - 4 α2 + 2 (1 + 2 n) -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r] + (1 + 2 n)2 Cosh[4 r] -
4 (1 + 2 n) α2 Cos[θ - 2 ϕ] Sinh[2 r]  2 -1 + 2 α2 + (1 + 2 n) Cosh[2 r], {θ → 2 ϕ}1 - 4 α2 + 2 (1 + 2 n) -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r] + (1 + 2 n)2 Cosh[4 r] - 4 (1 + 2 n) α2 Sinh[2 r] 2 -1 + 2 α2 + (1 + 2 n) Cosh[2 r]
In[4]:= AnimatePlot3D1 - 4 α2 + 2 (1 + 2 n) -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r] + (1 + 2 n)2 Cosh[4 r] -
4 (1 + 2 n) α2 Sinh[2 r]  -2 + 4 α2 + (2 + 4 n) Cosh[2 r], {r, 0, 1},{α, 0, 1}, AxesLabel → Automatic, {n, 0, 1}, AnimationRunning → False
Out[4]=
n
Since there exists a minimum, we compute the gradient of the function. In particular, the derivative 
in r:
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
FullSimplify∂r1 - 4 α2 + 2 (1 + 2 n) -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r] + (1 + 2 n)2 Cosh[4 r] - 4 (1 + 2 n)α2 Sinh[2 r]  -2 + 4 α2 + (2 + 4 n) Cosh[2 r]
2 (1 + 2 n)
- 2 α2 1 + 2 n + -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r]-1 + 2 α2 + (1 + 2 n) Cosh[2 r]2 + 1 + 2 n + n
2 + α2-1 + 2 α2 + (1 + 2 n) Cosh[2 r]2 Sinh[2 r]
Numerator:
-8 α2 Cos[θ - 2 ϕ] 1 + 2 n + -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r] + 5 + 12 n (1 + n) - 8 α2 + 16 α4
Sinh[2 r] + (1 + 2 n) -4 + 8 α2 Sinh[4 r] + (1 + 2 n) Sinh[6 r] /. {n → 0, θ → 2 ϕ}
-8 α2 1 + -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r] +5 - 8 α2 + 16 α4 Sinh[2 r] + -4 + 8 α2 Sinh[4 r] + Sinh[6 r]
The numerator must be 0, so we can solve for α^2
SolveReplaceAll-8 α2 1 + -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r] + 5 - 8 α2 + 16 α4 Sinh[2 r] +-4 + 8 α2 Sinh[4 r] + Sinh[6 r], {α^2 → x, α^4 → x^2} ⩵ 0, xx →-1 + Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r] + Sinh[4 r] - 2 √-2 Sinh[r]2 + 2 Cosh[2 r] Sinh[r]2 + 2
Cosh[4 r] Sinh[r]2 - Sinh[r]2 Sinh[2 r] + Sinh[r]2 Sinh[6 r] (4 (Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r])), x → -1 + Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r] + Sinh[4 r] +
2 √-2 Sinh[r]2 + 2 Cosh[2 r] Sinh[r]2 + 2 Cosh[4 r] Sinh[r]2 -
Sinh[r]2 Sinh[2 r] + Sinh[r]2 Sinh[6 r]  (4 (Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r]))
We plot both results for α^2 to see which of them is the correct one
Plot-1 + Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r] + Sinh[4 r] - 2 √-2 Sinh[r]2 + 2 Cosh[2 r] Sinh[r]2 +
2 Cosh[4 r] Sinh[r]2 - Sinh[r]2 Sinh[2 r] + Sinh[r]2 Sinh[6 r] 
(4 (Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r])), -1 + Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r] + Sinh[4 r] + 2√-2 Sinh[r]2 + 2 Cosh[2 r] Sinh[r]2 + 2 Cosh[4 r] Sinh[r]2 - Sinh[r]2 Sinh[2 r] +
Sinh[r]2 Sinh[6 r]  (4 (Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r])), {r, 0, 0.5}







Notice that the first solution (blue) is negative, which is not possible for α^2. We plot the line paramet-
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rically along with the surface, to see if it is the minimum or not:
line := ParametricPlot3Dr, Sqrt-1 + Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r] + Sinh[4 r] + 2 √-2 Sinh[r]2 + 2 Cosh[2 r] Sinh[r]2 +
2 Cosh[4 r] Sinh[r]2 - Sinh[r]2 Sinh[2 r] + Sinh[r]2 Sinh[6 r] 
(4 (Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r])), 0, {r, 0, 1}, PlotStyle → {Thick, Yellow}
surface := Plot3DCosh[2 r] - 2 α2 (1 + Sinh[2 r])-1 + 2 α2 + Cosh[2 r] , {r, 0, 1}, {α, 0, 2},
AxesLabel → Automatic, PlotPoints → 100, PlotRange → Automatic,
Mesh → None, PlotStyle → Directive[Orange, Opacity[0.85]]
zero := Plot3D[0, {r, 0, 1}, {α, 0, 2}, AxesLabel → Automatic, PlotPoints → 100,
PlotRange → Automatic, Mesh → None, PlotStyle → Directive[Blue]]
Show[surface, zero, line]
SolveReplaceAll-8 α2 1 + 2 n + -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r] + 5 + 12 n (1 + n) - 8 α2 + 16 α4 Sinh[2 r] +(1 + 2 n) -4 + 8 α2 Sinh[4 r] + (1 + 2 n) Sinh[6 r],{n → 0.1, α^2 → x, α^4 → x^2} ⩵ 0, x
Solve::ratnz : Solve was unable to solve the system with inexact coefficients. The
answer was obtained by solving a corresponding exact system and numericizing the result.{{x → (0.05 (-6. + 5. Cosh[2. r] - 5. Sinh[2. r] + 6. Sinh[4. r] -
1. √(97. - 90. Cosh[2. r] - 36. Cosh[4. r] + 30. Cosh[6. r] + 30. Sinh[2. r] -
30. Sinh[6. r] + 18. Sinh[8. r]))) / (Cosh[2. r] - 1. Sinh[2. r])},{x → (0.05 (-6. + 5. Cosh[2. r] - 5. Sinh[2. r] + 6. Sinh[4. r] +√(97. - 90. Cosh[2. r] - 36. Cosh[4. r] + 30. Cosh[6. r] + 30. Sinh[2. r] -
30. Sinh[6. r] + 18. Sinh[8. r]))) / (Cosh[2. r] - 1. Sinh[2. r])}}
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Surf :=
Plot3DReplaceAll1 - 4 α2 + 2 (1 + 2 n) -1 + 2 α2 Cosh[2 r] + (1 + 2 n)2 Cosh[4 r] -
4 (1 + 2 n) α2 Sinh[2 r]  -2 + 4 α2 + (2 + 4 n) Cosh[2 r], n → 0.1,{r, 0, 1}, {α, 0, 2}, AxesLabel → {"r", "α", "ΔΝ"}, PlotPoints → 100,
PlotRange → Automatic, Mesh → None,
PlotStyle → Directive[Orange, Opacity[0.85]]
li := ParametricPlot3Dr, Sqrt(0.05` (-6.` + 5.` Cosh[2.` r] - 5.` Sinh[2.` r] + 6.` Sinh[4.` r] +√(97.` - 90.` Cosh[2.` r] - 36.` Cosh[4.` r] + 30.` Cosh[6.` r] +
30.` Sinh[2.` r] - 30.` Sinh[6.` r] + 18.` Sinh[8.` r]))) (Cosh[2.` r] - 1.` Sinh[2.` r]), 0, {r, 0, 4}, PlotStyle → {Thick, Yellow}
Show[Surf, li, zero]
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B.4. GAUSSIAN VS OPTIMAL PS COMPARISON 57
B.4 Comparison between the Gaussian and Squeezed
Displaced PS Protocols
In this program, we find the SNR of the squeezed displaced PS protocol
(Eq. A.3), and then we compare it with the Gaussian protocol (Eq. 2.7).
These are the needed expectation values for the calculation of the SNR
In[8]:= norm[Ν_, α_, r_] := Sinh[r]^2 + (2 Cosh[r]^2 - 1) Ν + α^2
n1[Ν_, α_, r_, θ_, ϕ_] := 2 Cosh[r]^4 Ν^2 +
2 Sinh[r]^4 (Ν + 1)^2 + Sinh[r]^2 Cosh[r]^2 (4 Ν (2 Ν + 1) + 4 Ν + 1) + α^4 +
4 α^2 ((2 Cosh[r]^2 - 1) Ν + Sinh[r]^2) - 2 α^2 Cos[2 θ - ϕ] Sinh[r] Cosh[r] (2 Ν + 1)
n2[Ν_, α_, r_] := Sinh[r]^2 + (2 Cosh[r]^2 - 1) Ν (2 Ν + 1) + α^2
a1a2[Ν_, α_, r_, θ_, ϕ_] := Sqrt[Ν (Ν + 1)](Cosh[r] (3 Cosh[r]^2 (2 Ν + 1) - 4 Ν - 3) + α^2 (2 Cosh[r] - Sinh[r] Cos[2 θ - ϕ]))
n1n2[Ν_, α_, r_, θ_, ϕ_] := Cosh[r]^4 (2 Ν^2 (3 Ν + 2)) + Sinh[r]^4 (6 Ν (Ν + 1)^2) +
Sinh[r]^2 Cosh[r]^2 (8 Ν^2 (3 Ν + 2) + 8 Ν (2 Ν + 1) + Ν) +Ν α^4 + 4 α^2 ((2 Cosh[r]^2 - 1) Ν (2 Ν + 1) + Ν Sinh[r]^2) -
2 α^2 Cos[2 θ - ϕ] Sinh[r] Cosh[r] (2 Ν (2 Ν + 1) + Ν)
a1a1a2a2[Ν_, α_, r_, θ_, ϕ_] :=
6 α^2 Ν (Ν + 1) Cosh[r] (Cosh[r] - Sinh[r] Cos[2 θ - ϕ]) +
Cosh[r]^2 (2 Cosh[r]^2 - 1) 6 Ν^2 (Ν + 1) + Sinh[r]^2 Cosh[r]^2 2 Ν (Ν + 1) +
Cosh[r]^2 Sinh[r]^2 (2 (2 Ν (3 Ν + 2) (Ν + 1)) + 2 Ν (Ν + 1))
In[14]:= Operador[η_, Ν_, α_, r_] := Sqrt[η] (2 a1a2[Ν, α, r, 0, 0] / norm[Ν, α, r])
Operador2[η_, Ν_, nth_, α_, r_] :=η (2 a1a1a2a2[Ν, α, r, 0, 0] / norm[Ν, α, r] + 2 n1n2[Ν, α, r, 0, 0] / norm[Ν, α, r] +
n1[Ν, α, r, 0, 0] / norm[Ν, α, r] + n2[Ν, α, r] / norm[Ν, α, r] + 1) +(1 - η) (2 nth n2[Ν, α, r] / norm[Ν, α, r] + nth + n2[Ν, α, r] / norm[Ν, α, r] + 1)
The following relation gives the OPTIMAL displacement in terms of the thermal photons of a single-
mode gaussian state and the squeezing.
In[20]:= Alfa[nth_, r_] :=
Sqrt-2 - 4 nth + 2 Cosh[2 r] - 2 Sinh[2 r] + 2 Sinh[4 r] + 4 nth Sinh[4 r] +
2 √6 + 16 nth + 16 nth2 - 6 Cosh[2 r] - 12 nth Cosh[2 r] - 2 Cosh[4 r] -
8 nth Cosh[4 r] - 8 nth2 Cosh[4 r] + 2 Cosh[6 r] + 4 nth Cosh[6 r] +
2 Sinh[2 r] + 4 nth Sinh[2 r] - 2 Sinh[6 r] - 4 nth Sinh[6 r] + Sinh[8 r] +
4 nth Sinh[8 r] + 4 nth2 Sinh[8 r]  (8 (Cosh[2 r] - Sinh[2 r]))
In[21]:= Op[η_, Ν_, nth_, r_] := Operador[η, Ν, Alfa[Ν, r], r]^2
Op2[η_, Ν_, nth_, r_] := Operador2[η, Ν, nth, Alfa[Ν, r], r]
In[23]:= SNR[η_, Ν_, nth_, r_] := Op[η, Ν, nth, r] / (Op2[η, Ν, nth, r] - Op[η, Ν, nth, r])
The SNR depends, among other things, depends on the photon number of the TMSS. We want it to 
depend on the photon number of the signal.
The number of photons of the signal is:
NFot[Ν_, α_, r_] := n1[Ν, α, r, 0, 0] / norm[Ν, α, r]
The number of photons of the TMSS in terms of the ones of the signal:
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Solve[NFot[Ν, Alfa[Ν, r], r] ⩵ n, Ν]
Out[118]= Ν → 25 - 30 ⅇ2 r + 64 ⅇ6 r - 84 ⅇ8 r + 26 ⅇ10 r +
4 ⅇ12 r + 4 ⅇ14 r - 9 ⅇ16 r - 20 ⅇ2 r n + 36 ⅇ6 r n + 12 ⅇ10 r n + 4 ⅇ14 r n -
2 √425 ⅇ4 r - 1070 ⅇ8 r + 1327 ⅇ12 r - 1316 ⅇ16 r + 823 ⅇ20 r - 206 ⅇ24 r + 17 ⅇ28 r +
400 ⅇ4 r n - 1360 ⅇ8 r n + 2096 ⅇ12 r n - 1888 ⅇ16 r n + 944 ⅇ20 r n - 208 ⅇ24 r n +
16 ⅇ28 r n - 200 ⅇ4 r n2 - 320 ⅇ8 r n2 + 1752 ⅇ12 r n2 - 1056 ⅇ16 r n2 +
424 ⅇ20 r n2 - 96 ⅇ24 r n2 + 8 ⅇ28 r n2  2 -25 + 84 ⅇ8 r - 4 ⅇ12 r + 9 ⅇ16 r,Ν → 25 - 30 ⅇ2 r + 64 ⅇ6 r - 84 ⅇ8 r + 26 ⅇ10 r + 4 ⅇ12 r + 4 ⅇ14 r - 9 ⅇ16 r -
20 ⅇ2 r n + 36 ⅇ6 r n + 12 ⅇ10 r n + 4 ⅇ14 r n +
2 √425 ⅇ4 r - 1070 ⅇ8 r + 1327 ⅇ12 r - 1316 ⅇ16 r + 823 ⅇ20 r - 206 ⅇ24 r +
17 ⅇ28 r + 400 ⅇ4 r n - 1360 ⅇ8 r n + 2096 ⅇ12 r n - 1888 ⅇ16 r n + 944 ⅇ20 r n -
208 ⅇ24 r n + 16 ⅇ28 r n - 200 ⅇ4 r n2 - 320 ⅇ8 r n2 + 1752 ⅇ12 r n2 - 1056 ⅇ16 r n2 +
424 ⅇ20 r n2 - 96 ⅇ24 r n2 + 8 ⅇ28 r n2  2 -25 + 84 ⅇ8 r - 4 ⅇ12 r + 9 ⅇ16 r
In[122]:= NTMSS[n_, r_] := 25 - 84 ⅇ8 r + 4 ⅇ12 r - 9 ⅇ16 r +
4 ⅇ14 r (1 + n) - 10 ⅇ2 r (3 + 2 n) + 2 ⅇ10 r (13 + 6 n) + 4 ⅇ6 r (16 + 9 n) +
4√ⅇ16 r (2 Cosh[2 r] - 3 Sinh[2 r])2 19 + 32 n (1 + n) - 4 (3 + 2 n)2 Cosh[4 r] +(17 + 16 n) Cosh[8 r] + 8 n2 Sinh[8 r]  2 -25 + ⅇ8 r 84 - 4 ⅇ4 r + 9 ⅇ8 r
In[123]:= SNRQ1[η_, Ν_, t_] := 4 η Ν (1 + Ν)1 + Ν + 2 η Ν (1 + Ν) - t (-1 + η) (1 + 2 Ν)
SNRC[η_, Ν_, t_] := (2 Ν η) / ((1 - η) t + 1 / 2)
In[81]:= CompFin[η_, Ν_, t_, r_] := SNR[η, NTMSS[Ν, r], t, r] / SNRQ1[η, Ν, t]
In[109]:= Comp := Plot3D[{CompFin[0.1, n, t, 0.1]},{n, NFot[0, Alfa[0, 0.1], 0.1], 10}, {t, 0, 50}, PlotPoints → 50,
PlotRange → All, Mesh → None, AxesLabel → {"N", Subscript["n", "th"], "R"},
PlotStyle → Directive[Orange, Opacity[0.85]]]
Zero := Plot3D[1, {n, 0, 10}, {t, 0, 50}, PlotPoints → 50, PlotRange → All,
Mesh → None, AxesLabel → {"N", Subscript["n", "th"], "R"},
PlotStyle → Directive[Blue, Opacity[0.5]]]
In[111]:= Show[Comp]
Out[111]=
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